


The cover features the new corporate slogan 
and the commemorative medallion especially  
issued by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas for  
GSIS’s 75th anniversary.

The slogan Maaasahan ng Lingkod-Bayan 
underscores the role of the state pension fund as 
a reliable ally of public servants who contribute 
significantly in building an honorable path to a  
strong nation.           
   
The medallion is a symbol of strength and stability – 
precisely the qualities that aptly describe the GSIS, 
the country’s leading government financial institution 
with assets of more than Php700 billion and with over 
2,600 employees serving 1.7 million members  
and pensioners.
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To be the premier pension fund institution and a world-class center 

for providing the highest quality of service to its members. The GSIS 

will be an organization that is transparent, autonomous and beyond 

public reproach.

The mission of the GSIS is to:

•	 regain the trust and confidence of stakeholders by pursuing the 
social mission of the GSIS’s charter and by promoting an efficient 
organization that is fully-automated and member-focused;

•	 strive for continual improvement in services driven by integrity, 
professionalism and a culture of public service;

•	 sustain the financial viability of the System and ensure its 
prolonged actuarial life, for the benefit not only of existing 
members, but also of the next generation of government 
employees;

•	 restore the pride of the GSIS so as to retain and recruit staff that 
share the commitment of the System; and

•	 endeavor to empower members to enable them to participate in 
the evolution of the institution.

Vision

Mission 
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That you celebrate this milestone with a new 
vision — embodied in your slogan, “Maaasahan 
ng Lingkod-Bayan” — gives me confidence 
in the reforms that we are undertaking to 
reestablish a culture of integrity, transparency, 
and accountability in our institutions.



Message from His Excellency 
Benigno S. Aquino III
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My warmest greetings and heartfelt congratulations to 
the board, administration and staff of the Government 
Service Insurance System (GSIS), on the occasion of 
your 75th Anniversary. 

Let us always be guided by the conviction that we 
serve at the pleasure of the public — favoring social 
responsibility over personal fortune — and are held to 
the highest ethical standards. Thus it is only fitting that 
the hard work of our government employees is amply 
rewarded with a stable financial legacy that they can 
share with their loved ones, a secure future that the 
GSIS can provide.

That you celebrate this milestone with a new 
vision — embodied in your slogan, “Maaasahan 
ng Lingkod-Bayan” — gives me confidence in the 
reforms that we are undertaking to reestablish a 
culture of integrity, transparency and accountability 
in our institutions. May you continue to become 
more responsive to the needs of your members and 
pensioners, 1.7 million strong and expanding, as we 
encourage our best and brightest minds to work in 
government.

Together, let us continue to tread the straight 
and righteous path towards national renewal and 
progress.

BENIGNO S. AQUINO III
Manila
31 May 2012
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As in the prior years, we continue to engage the 
widest cross-section of our membership through 
open and candid dialogues in line with our 
commitment to be more transparent and be more 
consultative.  Since 2010, we have conducted 
dialogues on the positive changes to our programs 
and policies in the cities of Bacolod, Baguio, Cebu, 
Cagayan de Oro, Davao, General Santos, Iloilo, 
La Union, Laoag, Naga, Pampanga, Tacloban, 
Tagbilaran, Tuguegarao and Zamboanga. During 
these dialogues, we listened to the comments of our 
members and pensioners on how we could further 
improve our services.  On average, the System 
convened one dialogue each week, with officers and 
members of public sector unions; national and local 
agency employees; retirees and pensioners; and 
sectoral representatives of government associations.

Improved Posting and Collection Efficiency

We further improved our efficiency in accurately 
posting the premium remittances of members to 
98% in 2012, from 94% in 2011 and 89% in 2010. 
In addition, aggregate undistributed collections or 
unposted payments were reduced to Php8.9 billion 
from a cumulative amount of Php39.2  billion in 
mid-2010 covering prior years.  Premium and loan 
collections likewise grew by 10.2% to Php99.6 billion  
in 2012 from Php90.3 billion in 2011.

The efficient posting and collection of premiums 
was a result of various initiatives which included 
the massive updating of members’ accounts to 
facilitate the processing of claims and benefits;                        
the establishment of a Reconciliation Task Force to 
cleanse the database of erroneously posted data 
and to address system and programming flaws; 

Joint Report of the Chairman 
and the President and General Manager

In 2012, we saw a consolidation of the reforms initiated to pursue the singular goal 
of establishing an institutional culture of service excellence. We outlined the key 
priority measures we intended to pursue, including improved collection and posting 
efficiency, completion of the second phase of the reorganization and continued 
conduct of competitive bidding for the reinsurance requirements of various 
government corporations. 

The GSIS Board and Management hold dialogues 
to determine the pulse of its various stakeholders.
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“On our 75th year, it is only fitting that we reflect 
on the lessons and memories of the past ever 
mindful of the challenges that lie ahead.” 

Daniel L. Lacson Jr.
Chairman of the Board

Robert G. Vergara
President and General Manager



Joint Report of the Chairman  
and the President and General Manager
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as well as the ongoing settlement of past due 
accounts of agencies and local government units 
who were suspended due to nonpayment of 
premium, loan and other compulsory contributions to 
the System. 
 
In 2012, a total of 66 agencies signed memoranda 
of agreement with GSIS to settle their outstanding 
obligations. Since 2010, the System has lifted the 
suspension of 105 agencies which restored the 
loan privileges of more than 800,000 employees. 
This included the Tripartite Agreement with the 
Department of Budget and Management (DBM) 
and the Department of Education (DepEd) signed 
in September which was witnessed by President 
Benigno S. Aquino III in Malacañang. 

Following the signing and the initial payment by DBM 
to GSIS of Php3.46 billion in December 2012, we 
refunded amounts previously deducted from the life 
insurance proceeds of more than 93,500 active and 
retired DepEd employees.  

Other reforms we undertook to resolve the concern 
on mis- and unposting of accounts included the 
closer coordination with Agency Authorized Officers 
(AAOs), Liaison Officers (LOs), and Electronic 
Remittance File (ERF) processors to address 
disparities in billing and collection mainly through 
the conduct of trainings on electronic billing and 
remittance and the  pilot implementation  of a 
24-hour contact center to address individual 
members’ and pensioners’ queries. 

During the last quarter, we also implemented the 
Project Statement of Loan Accounts or SOLA (piloted 
in the Department of Health and the Department 
of Social Welfare and Development at the National 
Capital Region in late October 2012), under which 
GSIS provided statements of account to retiring 
members aged 59 years old and above to ensure 
that members’ loan records are already updated 
before they retire. 

Reshaped the Organization for Service Efficiency

 
 
 
 

Consistent with our vision to transform GSIS into a 
more efficient service-focused institution, we finished 
the restructuring of our branch offices in September 
2012, an effort which started in 2011 at our head 
office.  We have streamlined our structure, simplifying 
the chain of command to allow faster and more 
responsive communication among the frontlines,     
the Management and the Board of Trustees. 

Overall, a total of 156 plantilla positions were 
abolished as a result of the rationalization program. 
Reporting layers were also minimized, with the 
abolition of 22 executive positions. 

Regional operations were reconfigured into 56 full-
service, one-stop-shop branch offices with branch 
managers empowered and entrusted with greater 
responsibilities under a decentralized system. 

Whereas before, even the smallest decisions had to be 
made at the Pasay Central Office, the authority of the 
managers over their resources, contracts and people 
were strengthened. This set-up enabled a quicker and 
more systematic way of providing service to members 
and addressing operational problems which resulted 
previously in service delays. Thus, the officers and 
staff of the branch offices served as the champions for 
their respective stakeholders in the field. Branch office 
employees, instead of members and pensioners, transact 
business with the head office, for and on members’ 
behalf, eliminating the need for our members to travel all 
the way to the head office in Pasay City to follow up their 
requests. Furthermore, under the reorganized GSIS,  
our members can now file their claims at any branch in 
the country.

Regional operations were reconfigured 

into 56 full-service, one-stop-shop branch 

offices with branch managers empowered 

and entrusted with greater responsibilities 

under a decentralized system. 

“

“
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To complement these efforts and make our services 
more accessible to our members and pensioners, 
we deployed GW@Ps kiosks in all provincial capitols, 
city halls and selected municipal halls as well as large 
government agencies.  In 2012, we deployed 494 kiosks 
on top of the existing 263 units or a total of 757 kiosks 
installed nationwide.

In addition, we launched our call center in July 2012 
which enabled our stakeholders here and abroad 
to immediately reach the System 24/7. The contact 
details of the GSIS Contact Center are: landline 
(Metro Manila) 847-4747;  Globe toll-free number 
1-800-8-847-4747 (free for both Globe landline and 
mobile phone); and PLDT/Smart toll-free number 
1-800-10-847-4747 (free for PLDT landline; flat rate of 
Php8.00 per call for mobile phone).

Along with these breakthroughs, we continued to 
institute changes in our policies and programs in our 
continuing desire to make them more responsive to 
our stakeholders. 

Raised Minimum Pension

For the first time in many years, we increased the 
minimum basic pension (MBP) for all old-age and 
disability pensioners.  Beginning January 2013, 
the monthly pension of  57,500 pensioners was 
adjusted to Php5,000. In addition, a Php200 pension 
increment was granted to around 43,000 pensioners 
whose monthly pensions were over Php5,000 but 
below Php8,000. The President announced this 
increase during his State of the Nation Address in 
July 2012. 

Improved Loan Programs

We opened a new loan window in May 2012 to 
help shoulder the cost of the educational needs of 
our members’ dependents. Under the educational 
assistance loan program, all GSIS members may 
borrow a loan of Php4,000 regardless of their salary 
grade, length of service and status of accounts. The 
loan, which neither requires the usual certification from 
the Agency Authorized Officer nor endorsement from 
the agency,  carries a six percent interest rate payable 
in five years. Monthly amortization is only Php20 per 
month. A total of Php2.5 billion was released to 
612,761 borrowers under the program.

Isipin po ninyo, at ako po’y nagulat dito:  

May mga pensyonado tayong tumatanggap 

ng 500 pesos lamang kada buwan. Paano 

kaya niya ito pagkakasyahin sa tubig, 

kuryente, at pagkain araw-araw? Ang atin 

pong tugon: Pagsapit ng bagong taon, hindi 

na bababa sa 5,000 piso ang matatanggap 

na buwanang pensyon ng ating old-age and 

disability pensioners...

President Benigno S. Aquino III

Excerpt from the State of the Nation Address

23 July 2012

LUZON

MINDANAO

GSIS

414  
GW@Ps

GSIS

180  
GW@Ps

GSIS

163  
GW@Ps

VISAYAS

“

“

GSIS contact center agents attend to queries
from members and pensioners.



Joint Report of the Chairman  
and the President and General Manager
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We also enhanced our pension loan program by 
including a loan redemption insurance that waived 
the payment for outstanding loan balance upon a 
pensioner’s death.  As of May 2012, we likewise paid 
Php262.4 million in pension adjustments to over 
40,000 pensioners.  This is in accordance with the 
policy of payment of proportionate pension to ensure 
that retirees are granted the benefits due them.  

Now, a retiree’s pension is computed proportionately 
starting from the effective day of retirement or five 
years thereafter for those who retired with a five-year 
lump-sum benefit. Previously, the pension is paid a 
month after the date of retirement or the five-year 
guaranteed period.

Lowered Reinsurance Cost  
Through Competitive Bidding

 

Reinsurance Accounts Bidded Out

                    

Savings on reinsurance premiums

We reduced the cost of reinsurance through 
competitive bidding in line with the goal to uphold 
transparency and good governance.  From eight 
(8) accounts bidded out in 2011 which included the 
reinsurance needs of the power sector, a total of 
52 accounts were bidded out in 2012.  Over the two 
year period (2011-2012) that GSIS conducted public 
bidding, cumulative savings of nearly Php1 billion was 
realized compared to 2010 premium levels. In 2012 
alone, savings amounted to Php581.3 million. Apart 

from the savings generated from reduced premiums, 
the insured agencies obtained improved coverage 
by having lower deductibles that allowed them to 
claim against their insurance for losses or damages 
at lower participation limits.

Protected Interest of Our Preneed Planholders

In May 2012 and after eight years of differences, we 
reached an amicable agreement with Paz Memorial 
Services that resumed the servicing of memorial 
plans for around 1,800 GSIS memorial planholders 
who have fully paid their policies.  In December 
2012, the Board approved an Enhanced
Optional Exit Mechanism to enable planholders to 
recover their investments and refund up to 150% of 
their contract.
 
Upheld Corporate Citizenship

Building on our commitment to uphold corporate 
social responsibility, we revised the GSIS Scholarship 
Program to ensure that our low-income members 
will be given the opportunity to send their children 
to colleges and universities that provide quality 
education. Unlike before when scholars were chosen 
through raffle, the new guidelines provide that only 
those members with salary grades 24 or below may 
nominate their children to the scholarship program. 
In the selection of scholars, priority was given to 
members with the lowest take-home pay.  
At the same time, the number of scholars was 
increased from 200 to 300 in line with our  
75th anniversary celebration.   

2010 2011 2012

5280

2011 2012

Php 581.3MPhp 413.8M

GSIS scholars meet President and General 
Manager Robert G. Vergara.
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Built Partnerships for Greater Efficiency

As part of the review of our structure and functions 
and to attain greater operational efficiency, we 
focused on our core mandate of providing social 
insurance and outsourced functions which could be 
better implemented by other agencies.  As of 2012, 
we have partnered with key shelter agency Home 
Development Mutual Fund (Pag-IBIG Fund)  
to implement our direct home lending program 
under a Php5-billion credit facility;  with the National 
Statistics Office to determine the status of our 
pensioners;  and with the National Museum to  
“preserve, maintain, secure and promote...”  
our over 300 pieces of  artworks.  

To highlight the partnership with the National 
Museum, an area within the museum was named  
the Government Service Insurance System Wing.  

With its high ceilings and cream-colored walls, 
the GSIS Wing encompasses three large galleries 
on the third floor of the National Museum which  
now display around 100 GSIS artworks including 
the famous “Parisian Life” of Juan Luna as well as 
the masterpieces of National Artists Fernando C. 
Amorsolo, Carlos “Botong” Francisco, Vicente S. 
Manansala, Hernando R. Ocampo, Ang Kiukok, 
Bencab and National Artist-Elect Federico Aguilar 
y Alcuaz.  Exhibiting our collection in the Museum 
makes it more accessible to a wider public.  

Solid Investment Performance

GSIS’s investment portfolio performed well in 2012.  
The increased allocation to domestic equities, 
including the redeployment of proceeds from 
the redemption of overseas investments in 2011, 
generated substantial gains as the local stock market 
reached historic levels during the year.  As well, the 
decision to lengthen the duration of our fixed income 
portfolio in the prior year allowed GSIS to lock in 
higher interest income even as domestic bond yields 
declined as a result of the Philippines’ improving 
fiscal position and outlook. 

Seeking to further diversify our assets, and 
recognizing that infrastructure projects share 
many of the features of fixed income securities, we 
invested in the Philippine Investment Alliance for 
Infrastructure or PInAI.  Our participation in the fund 
will enhance our portfolio to achieve greater returns 
for our members and pensioners. 

President Aquino witnesses Chairman Lacson
seal the transfer of GSIS artworks to National 
Museum Chairman Ramon del Rosario with a 
handshake.

The National Museum is now home  
to artworks of the GSIS.

PGM Vergara meets with representatives of the 
Asian Development Bank and the Macquarie 
Infrastructure and Real Assets (fund manager) on 
PInAI.



Joint Report of the Chairman  
and the President and General Manager
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Achieved Strong Financial Results

Our diamond anniversary year ended with strong 
financial results.  We are pleased to report that the 
Commission on Audit has given GSIS’s financial 
reports an unqualified opinion, for the second 
year in a row.  We closed 2012 with a record 
revenue of Php137.5 billion, up 11.4% from last year. 
Our comprehensive income reached an all-time 
high of Php93.2 billion, a 27.3% increase from 
Php73.2 billion in 2011. The growth was fuelled by 
the revenue from social insurance owing to our 
heightened effort to collect premium payments as 
well as the solid performance of GSIS’s investment 
portfolios. Our balance sheet continued to be 
healthy at the end of the year.  Total assets posted 
double-digit growth at Php727.6 billion including 
Php412.6 billion in investments. 

We declared Php930 million in dividends to 1.4 
million members in 2012, 13.7% higher than 2011. 

We also distributed Php75 million in dividends  to 
nearly 86,000 optional life insurance policyholders.   

We released Php1.8 billion as Christmas Cash 
Gift for 219,000 old-age, retirement and disability 
pensioners, a 12.5% growth from the Php1.6 billion 
granted the year before. 

We paid more than Php65.5 billion in social 
insurance claims and benefits, 20.6% above 
last year’s grant of Php54.3 billion. Nearly half 
or Php31.6 billion of this total, is accounted for 
by pension payment for 351,268 pensioners.  
Furthermore, over a million members and 
pensioners availed themselves of various loans 
amounting to Php37.1 billion, including Php8 
billion in emergency loans and Php2.5 billion in 
educational assistance loans.

Revenue Comprehensive Income

2011

123.4B 137.5B

2012 2011

73.2B 93.2B

2012

Total Assets

2011

633.6B 727.6B

2012

2011

54.3B 65.5B

2012 2011

818M 930M

2012 2011

1.6B 1.8B

2012

20.6%

11.4%
11.4% 27.3% 14.8%

Social Insurance Claims Dividends Declared Christmas Cash Gift
for Pensioners

13.7%

“

“

We are pleased 

to report that the 

Commission on Audit 

has given GSIS’s 

financial reports an 

unqualified opinion 

for the second year 

in a row.  12.5%
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Directions for 2013

On the occasion of our 75th anniversary, we 
were privileged by the presence of no less than 
President Benigno S. Aquino III as our guest of 
honor during our diamond anniversary program, 
along with Speaker of the House Feliciano R. 
Belmonte, Jr. and Finance Secretary Cesar V. 

Purisima.  We took this historic opportunity to 
renew and give sharper focus on our time-honored 
commitment to provide the most responsive 
service to our 1.7 million members and pensioners.   
Going into our 76th year,  this commitment remains 
as true today as it was 75 years ago.
  
We will reclaim the founding spirit of our 
institution,  that above all else, it is our members 
and pensioners who matter and that every single 

measure we will  undertake next year and in 
the years to come, will be evaluated from the 
perspective of service-responsiveness and 
nothing else.

Daniel L. Lacson Jr.       Robert G. Vergara
Chairman of the Board        President and General Manager

““ Every single measure we will  undertake 

next year and in the years to come, will be 

evaluated from the perspective of service-

responsiveness and nothing else.

President Aquino (center) is joined by House Speaker Feliciano R. Belmonte Jr. (third row, extreme right) and Department 
of Finance Secretary Cesar V. Purisima, (third row, extreme left ) and trustees of the GSIS Board, namely, (first row from left) 
Gregorio T. Yu, Danilo A. Gozo, Roman Felipe S. Reyes and Mario L. Ramirez; (second row) 
PGM Robert G. Vergara, Geraldine Marie B. Berberabe-Martinez, Karina Constantino-David and Mario J. Aguja.  
Not in photo is Chairman Daniel L. Lacson, Jr.



75th Anniversary Highlights
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“We launched a campaign to rebrand the GSIS as a more dynamic 
pension institution with a dedicated, committed and passionate 
workforce. We herald this campaign with a new logo and a slogan 
that sums up the core of our vision and mission — ”Maaasahan ng 
Lingkod-Bayan”.

         PGM Robert G. Vergara
         Excerpt from GSIS’s 75th Anniversary  
         Welcome Remarks   
         Pasay City 
         28 May 2012  

New Logo and Slogan

Service, integrity, new beginnings and hope. These 
are the principles represented behind the visual 
symbolisms and elements of the new GSIS corporate 
logo to capture the spirit of its current vision and 
mission. 

The new logo adopts the color combination of blue, 
green and yellow. Blue, a friendly color, represents 
service and integrity. Green suggests freshness, 
new beginnings and grounded values. Yellow, which 
adopts the shade nearest to the color of the sun in 
the Philippine flag, represents a color of intelligence 
and hope.

The three rays stand for the GSIS; its members and 
pensioners; and institutional and corporate partners.

A rising sun suggests the promise of a better 
tomorrow for both the institution and its stakeholders. 
The white upward swoosh, which divides the color 
blue and green, represents the road ahead.

The new slogan “Maaasahan ng Lingkod-Bayan” 
succinctly captures the enduring commitment of the 
System to provide reliable and responsive service to 
its more than 1.7 million members and pensioners.
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“For the first time, GSIS employees saw a glimpse of 
the pension fund’s new logo during its unveiling [led 
by President and General Manager Robert G. Vergara] 
at the head office. It signalled the rebirth of GSIS as 
a government institution committed to providing the 
highest standards of public service. ” 



75th Anniversary Highlights
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Commemorative Tokens 
Special commemorative medallions and stamps were 
issued by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas and the 
Philippine Postal Corporation to commemorate the 
75th anniversary of the GSIS.
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A Day for Pensioners 
GSIS dedicated a day to celebrate its milestone 
with pensioners. They were pampered through free 
massage, haircut, pedicure/manicure and other 
medical services.



75th Anniversary Highlights
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Together as One
Like one big family was how the GSIS held its 
anniversary celebration. Activities included fun 
games; an employees’ night which recognized 
loyal employees and had everyone showing off 
their dancing skills for the group presentations; a 
thanksgiving anniversary mass;  
and a nationwide bloodletting drive.
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Lasting Impressions

Returning What Is Due 
Public Servants 

Making a Difference  
in Pensioners’ Lives
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Ms. Emerita P. Plaza devoted 38 years of her life 
teaching young children at the Graciano Lopez 
Jaena Elementary School in Manila only to find out 
in 2007 that she will be getting lesser retirement 
benefits due to the nonremittance of her premium 
contributions-government share. To her dismay, 
the amount was deducted from her GSIS life 
insurance benefits.

In late 2012, Emerita was informed by her former 
colleague that the GSIS will be refunding the said 
amount. Her five-year lump sum retirement pay, 
by this time, has already dwindled due to medical 
expenses. From cataract, her eye condition 
worsened to glaucoma to macular degeneration to 
night blindness.

In September 2012, the GSIS with the Department 
of Education and the Department of Budget 
and Management implemented a realistic and 
equitable solution to the chronic issue of premium-
in-arrears of almost 800,000 DepEd employees 
from July 1997 to December 2010.

“I was so happy. I was not expecting that it will 
still be returned to me,” the 67-year-old pensioner 
recounted upon hearing the news.

She then got a confirmation from the GSIS via text 
message. She was indeed one of the recipients 
of the refund.  To this day, she even keeps the 
message in her mobile phone.

“Malaking bagay ‘yung natanggap kong more 
than Php25,000 galing sa GSIS.  Pandagdag rin 
sa pambili ng mga maintenance medicines ko. Sa 
edad ko, bilang lang ‘yung mapagkukunan namin 
ng panggastos,” Emerita said in appreciation. 

Malaking bagay ‘yung natanggap kong more 

than Php25,000 galing sa GSIS. Pandagdag 

rin sa pambili ng mga maintenance 

medicines ko.  

Emerita P. Plaza,  
recipient of GSIS refund

“

Some of our last thoughts in life will be with you: 

that you have fought for us and won. 

Antonio R. Requillo

beneficiary of Php5,000 minimum basic pension

“

“

“



Making a Difference  
in Pensioners’ Lives
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GSIS member Leopoldo R. Santos and his wife  
Angelita knew that their daughter Lyndsay is a bright 
student that they couldn’t pass up the chance to 
send her to college even if they are just making both 
ends meet.  

Leopoldo works as an administrative aide for the 
Philippine National Police in Caloocan City and 
Angelita works as a dressmaker. They have two 
children, with Lyndsay being the first to enter college.  
The couple’s combined income is no longer enough 
to match the growing needs of their family. 

While they were not financially well-off, the family is 
blessed with Lyndsay’s diligence and intelligence. 
She was a consistent honor student at the Caloocan 
Science High School and passed the entrance exam 
for Bachelor of Science in Biology in UP Manila.

Pursuing a Bright Future

Utmost delight and appreciation prompted 
89-year-old pensioner Antonio R. Requillo to write 
a letter of gratitude to the GSIS. He found out about 
the SONA announcement of the President that 
the GSIS approved the increase in minimum basic 
pension to Php5,000 beginning January 2013. 

Mr. Requillo has been a GSIS pensioner for  
23 years after retiring as a clerk from  
the Commission on Elections. 

In his letter addressed to the GSIS Board of Trustees, 
he said, “It has been a very, very long time since we 
got an increase.”

The rising cost of living and ever-growing medical 
expense has constantly taken a toll on his effort to 
live decently.  So, the news of the unprecedented 
pension hike beginning January 2013 came as a 
breath of fresh air.

“Some of our last thoughts in life will be with you; 
that you have fought for us and won,” Mr. Requillo 
eloquently wrote, saying other old-age pensioners 
like him have benefited tremendously from the new 
minimum pension, particularly those who are also in 
dire need of financial help.

And as if these were not enough, he left a 
heartwarming postscript: “This is my most happy 
new year in a decade.”

Not about to compromise her child’s future,  Angelita 
searched for college scholarships that will bring 
Lyndsay closer to her dreams of becoming a doctor. 
She stumbled upon the GSIS Scholarship Program 
(GSP) on the internet. She then prodded her husband 
to apply and the rest was history. 

Leopoldo met the new salary grade eligibility 
requirement and was awarded a scholarship for 
daughter Lyndsay.  

When asked about his reaction to the scholarship 
grant, Leopoldo said, “Malaking tulong po yung 
GSIS Scholarship sa amin. Hindi na po namin iisipin 
kung saan kami kukuha ng panggastos para sa 
kanyang pag-aaral. Masaya… Sa dami po ng nag-
apply, isa po kami sa mapalad na napili.”

“At kapag nakatapos na po siya, maaari kaming 
magtulungan para sa ikagaganda ng aming buhay,” 
Leopoldo said with a voice filled with hope.

“Hindi na po namin iisipin kung saan kami 
kukuha ng panggastos para sa kanyang 
pag-aaral.

Leopoldo R. Santos,
father of GSIS scholar

“



Lasting Impressions

When All You Need 
Is a Helping Hand

For retired National Mapping and Resource 
Information Authority’s  (NAMRIA’s) Human Resources 
Management Officer II Erlinda  R. Paguio,  the 
implementation of the GSIS educational assistance 
loan could not have come at an opportune time. She 
needed additional money for her only child’s high 
school tuition fee in May 2012.

Erlinda’s and her husband’s income are just enough 
for their daily needs. So when her brother suffered a 
stroke, she had to use a portion of their child’s tuition 
for his treatment instead.

Earlier, GSIS offered a Php4,000 educational 
assistance loan to all its active members. 

She immediately applied for the educational 
assistance loan upon hearing the good news.

“Madaling mag-apply ng educational loan sa 
GSIS,” added Erlinda whose loan was credited to 
her Unified Multipurpose Identification Card (UMID) 
three days after she applied via the GSIS Wireless 
Automated Processing System (GW@PS).

Bringing Services Closer  
to Members and Pensioners
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“Halos hindi ko naramdaman ‘yung Php20 na 
binabawas sa suweldo ko kada buwan,” she said.

These days, she can only look back with gratitude for 
getting help at a time when she needed it most.

“It is now easier for us to check our records and apply 
for loans,” said Human Resources Officer Jocelyn A. 
Gabrido of the Municipal Government of Hinigaran after 
a GSIS Wireless Automated Processing System 
(GW@PS) kiosk was deployed there in 2012.

Hinigaran is located 54 kilometers south of GSIS 
Bacolod Branch Office. To get there, one must allot 
time and money.

Jocelyn cited that with the online features of the 
GW@PS, “Both GSIS members  and pensioners need 
not take that two-hour ride going to and from the GSIS 
Bacolod Branch Office.”

She further added that the said mode of filing for loans 
has certainly fast tracked the processing time.

“Even those from neighboring towns go here to 
transact,” Jocelyn relayed.

It is now easier for us to check our records 

and apply for loans.

Jocelyn A. Gabrido,
user of GW@PS kiosk 

“

Halos hindi ko naramdaman ‘yung 

Php20 na binabawas sa suweldo ko 

kada buwan.

Erlinda R. Paguio,

recipient of educational assistance loan
““

“



A Partnership That Stood 
the Test of Time
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Thirty-five years ago, fresh graduate Genoveva C. 
Escolar stepped into the GSIS office raring to start 
work as one of its employees. Since then she has 
stayed on and made it her second home.

Speaking to executives and her colleagues during 
the 2012 GSIS Employees’  Night as one of the 
longest-serving employees, she reminisced about
her professional journey.  

She admitted that it was not an easy one, as 
challenges tested her capabilities and commitment. 
Despite these, she did not waver one bit and  
forged on.

All throughout, she felt the support of the GSIS. 
“We were given opportunities to grow, to develop 
and further our career…,” said Escolar who, by now 
has been promoted to Manager of the Materials 
Management Department.

The institution has also become her partner in 
fulfilling her aspirations. “I was able to start a family, 
invest in a small livelihood and send our children to 
school.”

“And when the time comes that I have to face a new 
chapter of my life –retirement, I know that I can rely 
on a formidable organization like the GSIS,”
continued Mgr. Escolar.

For the GSIS employees who are just starting their 
journey, she assured them, “You will share the
same sense of happiness and fulfillment that we are 
feeling, confident that years spent with GSIS have 
been the best and the most memorable.”

“

I know that I can rely on a formidable 

organization like the GSIS. 

Genoveva C. Escolar,
35-year GSIS service awardee

“
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GSIS’s History: 75 Years of Securing 
the Future of Public Servants

1936-1956

November 14, 1936 - Commonwealth 
Act No. 136, otherwise known as the 
Government Service Insurance Act, is 
approved.

December 8, 1941 – World War II starts 
in the Pacific. GSIS is declared closed 
and inoperative. 

December 10, 1945 - GSIS officially 
resumes operations after liberation.

November 12, 1946 - Resolution No. 
117 grants salary loans up to 50% of 
monthly salary.

May 14, 1947 - Resolution No. 61 
increases salary loan equivalent to a 
member’s monthly salary.

1950 – GSIS declares yearly dividends 
from surplus from operations. 

June 16, 1951 - Republic Act No. 660 is 
approved, providing retirement benefits 
for government employees in addition 
to life insurance benefits. Republic Act 
No. 656 is also approved, creating and 
establishing the Property Insurance Fund 
to be administered by GSIS.

June 16, 1952 - GSIS begins paying 
retirement benefits to retirees under 
Commonwealth Act No. 186, as 
amended by Republic Act No. 660.

May 1954 – GSIS pays matured 
policies on precise dates of maturity 
and not after; also pays death claims 
within 24 hours.

December 2, 1954 – The amount 
of salary loan allowed for individual 
borrowers in flood and typhoon areas 
is increased to two months’ salary. 

September 30, 1955 - GSIS starts 
granting accidental death benefits 
without cost to the insured.

1957-1977

May 31, 1957 - Republic Act No. 
1616 is approved further amending 
Commonwealth Act No. 186. The new 
law provides gratuity (by last employer) 
and refund of premiums, regardless of 
age, to retirees who have rendered at 
least 20 years of service.
 

1978 – 1998

1984 - One-Stop-Shop concept of 
service for members is implemented. 
GSIS implements the Hospitalization 
Insurance Plan (HIP) and the College 
Educational Assurance Plan (CEAP).

July 29, 1960 - Board Resolution No. 
2049 increases the free burial benefit 
from Php120.00 to Php150.00 for 
beneficiaries of deceased members.

June 22, 1963 - Republic Act No. 3593 
is approved, providing immediate life 
insurance coverage for compulsory 
members and increasing optional 
insurance coverage to twice the 
amount of annual salary.

1966 – GSIS proposes construction of a 
series of low-cost housing development 
projects  in thickly populated centers all 
over the country.

January 1971 - GSIS ventures into 
government low-cost housing project 
for low-salaried income government 
workers.

June 1974 - Burial benefit is increased 
anew from Php200.00 to Php750.00. 

May 31, 1977 
•	 Presidential Decree 1146, 

otherwise known as the 
Revised Charter of the 
Government Service 
Insurance System, amends 
Commonwealth Act 186. 
The new law increases and 
expands the social welfare 
benefits of government 
workers.

•	 PD 1147 amends RA 4898 and 
extends insurance coverage and 
benefits to Sangguniang Bayan 
workers.

•	 Burial benefits is increased from 
Php750.00 to Php1,000.00.

1987 - GSIS grants additional 
bereavement aid of Php1,000.00 
aside from the funeral benefit 
under Board Resolution No. 116. 

December 1988 - GSIS grants 
pensioners Php400.00 instead of the 
traditional Php125.00 Christmas gift. 

January 1989 - The minimum pension of 
GSIS retirees is increased to Php400.00. 
Funeral benefit is likewise increased 
from Php1,000.00 to Php2,000.00.

October 24, 1960 - Resolution No. 3055 
increases the amount of salary loan 
to three months’ salary,  for individual 
borrowers in areas declared under a 
“state of public calamity” by the Office of 
the President. 
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July 1990 - GSIS grants Emergency 
Loan and Housing Repair and 
Reconstruction Loan 

1999-2009

1999 -  The salary loan ceiling is 
increased from three months to five 
months. The loan ceiling for the 
Emergency Loan Program is also 
increased from Php5,000.00 to 
Php8,000.00.

2001 – The Pension Loan Program is 
introduced under which retirees can 
borrow an amount equivalent to their 
three-month pension.

January 2003 – GSIS removes the 
ceiling on the average monthly 
compensation (AMC) which puts a cap 
on the amount of pension a retiree 
can receive.

July 2003 – The Enhanced Life 
Policy (ELP) is approved.  ELP aims to 
provide an enhanced death benefit for 
the member’s family.

May 1993 - GSIS implements a preneed 
program which offers educational, 
hospitalization and memorial plans.

February 1997 - The Scholarship 
Program is launched to help 
dependents of GSIS members and 
retirees pursue a college education.

May 1997 - The new GSIS Charter 
(RA 8291) is signed into law.

2006 – GSIS launches the GSIS 
Wireless Automated Processing 
System (GW@PS) kiosks, eCard Plus, 
and GSIS Text Blast. 

2008

•	 GSIS implements an asset disposition 
program dubbed “Garantisadong 
Mababang Amortization na House en 
Lot Para sa ‘Yo” which offers a fixed 
six percent interest rate throughout 
the term of the loan.

•	 GSIS condones Php7.7 billion in 
surcharges and penalties on loans 
that have been declared in default as 
of end of 2007.

2009

•	 GSIS offers a one-year moratorium 
on Housing and Consolidated Loans 
payments from October 2009 to 
September 2010 to borrowers affected 
by typhoons Ondoy and Pepeng.

•	 GSIS implements a new Deed of 
Conditional Sale (DCS) Housing Loan 
Program that offers a low, fixed interest 
rate of eight percent compounded 
annually for the duration of the 
repayment period.

2010-2011

March 2010 - GSIS introduces the first 
wave of implementation of the new 
Unified Multipurpose ID (UMID) System. 
The system requires all government 
agencies and government-owned and 
-controlled corporations to streamline 
and harmonize their identification 
systems through the use of a unified 
multipurpose ID. 

November 2010 -  The new GSIS Board 
of Trustees is fully constituted.

October 4, 2010 - GSIS signs a 
memorandum of agreement with the 
Department of Education (DepEd) to 
update the service records of DepEd’s 
teaching and non-teaching personnel.
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December 7, 2010 - GSIS engages 
LANDBANK as additional  
servicing bank.

January 5, 2011 - GSIS extends the 
Housing Loan Restructuring and 
Condonation Program to June 2011, 
giving delinquent borrowers the chance 
to save their homes from foreclosure 
or cancellation of their Deed of 
Conditional Sale.

February 2011  

•	 GSIS releases guidelines on new 
survivorship policy which restores 
survivorship benefits of surviving 
spouses and dependents even 
if they are gainfully employed 
or receiving pension from other 
institutions. 

•	 GSIS starts its organizational 
restructuring as a necessary step 
to ultimately transform the System 
into a member and service-
focused institution.

March 2011 - GSIS winds down its US$1-
billion Global Investment Program (GIP) 
to increase its support to the domestic 
financial market. 

May 1, 2011 - GSIS revokes the Annual 
Renewal of Active Status (ARAS) and 
enters into an agreement with the 
National Statistics Office, which will now 
determine status of pensioners.

May 2011 -  GSIS unveils its new vision 
and mission.

June 1, 2011 - GSIS replaces the Claims 
and Loans Interdependency Policy (CLIP) 
with the Choice of Loan Amortization 
Schedule for Pensioners (CLASP). 
CLASP enables members to honor their 
outstanding loan obligations without 
sacrificing their retirement benefits.

November 14, 2011 - GSIS partners with 
key shelter agency Home Development 
Mutual Fund (Pag-IBIG Fund) as conduit 
for a Php5-billion home lending facility 
to finance the housing loans of GSIS 
members and pensioners through the 
Pag-IBIG Fund.

December 6, 2011 - GSIS signs an 
agreement with Robinsons Land 
Corporation for the deployment of 10 
GWAPS kiosks in selected Robinsons 
Malls. This brings the total number of 
kiosks nationwide to 698 units since 2010.

October 5, 2011 - GSIS further lowers 
emergency loan interest rate to six 
percent from eight percent and waives 
one percent service fee.
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December 2011 - GSIS signs 
agreements with a total of 37 
suspended agencies restoring the 
loan privileges of more than 4,500 
employees including those working in 
the city government of Caloocan.

2012

February, March 2012 - GSIS grants 
Emergency Loans to members affected 
by Sendong, flashfloods in Agusan del 
Sur and earthquake in Negros Oriental.

March 23, 2012 - GSIS signs a 
memorandum of understanding with 
DepEd-ARMM to update the service 
records of more than 24,000 DepEd 
employees in the region. 

 
 
 
May 4, 2012 - GSIS opens a Php4,000 
Educational Assistance Program to 
help members shoulder the education 
expenses of their children. 

May 2012 - GSIS revises the GSIS 
Scholarship Program to ensure that 
low-income members will be given the 
opportunity to send their children to 
colleges and universities that provide 
quality education. 

May 22, 2012 - GSIS signs an agreement 
with Paz Memorial to settle the claims 
of more than 1,800 active and fully-paid 
planholders.

May 28, 2012 - President Benigno S. 
Aquino III is the guest of honor at the 
75th anniversary program of GSIS.

   
May 31, 2012 - GSIS celebrates its  
75th anniversary.
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Letter to the Auditor

15 August 2013

HON. MARIA GRACIA M. PULIDO-TAN
Chairperson
Commission on Audit
Commonwealth Avenue, Quezon City

Dear Hon. Pulido-Tan:

This representation letter is provided in connection 
with your audit of the accompanying consolidated 
financial statements of the Government Service 
Insurance System (GSIS) as at and for the years 
ended December 31, 2012 and 2011. We recognize 
that obtaining representations from us concerning 
the information contained in this letter is a significant 
procedure in enabling you to form an opinion as 
to whether the financial statements present fairly, 
in all material respects, the financial position of the 
GSIS as at December 31, 2012 and 2011, and its 
financial performance and cash flows for the years 
then ended in accordance with Philippine Financial 
Reporting Standards (PFRS).

We understand that the purpose of your audit of our 
financial statements is to express an opinion thereon 
and that your audit was conducted in accordance 
with Philippine Standards on Auditing, which 
involves an examination of the accounting system, 
internal control and related data to the extent you 
considered necessary in the circumstances, and is 
not designed to identify nor necessarily be expected 
to disclose fraud, shortages, errors and other 
irregularities, should any exist.

Accordingly, we make the following representations, 
which are true to the best of our knowledge and belief:

A. Financial Statements and Financial Records

1. We acknowledge, as members of 
management of the GSIS, our responsibility 
for the fair presentation of the financial 
statements. We believe the financial 
statements referred to above present fairly, 
in all material respects, the financial position, 
financial performance and cash flows of 
the GSIS in accordance with PFRS, and are 
free of material misstatements, including 
omissions. 

However, the bond swap transactions in 2010 
and 2011 pursuant to the Domestic Bond 
Consolidation Program of the Republic of the 
Philippines were recorded in accordance with 
the prescribed financial reporting framework 
for participating entities. The details of the 
2010 and 2011 bond swap transactions are 
fully disclosed in the Notes to the Financial 
Statements.

We have approved and authorized for issue 
the financial statements on 15 August 2013. 

2. The significant accounting policies adopted 
in the preparation of the financial statements 
are appropriately described in the financial 
statements.

3. Each element of the financial statements is 
properly classified, described and disclosed 
in accordance with PFRS.

4. We believe that the GSIS has a system of 
internal controls adequate to ensure that 
transactions are properly authorized and 
recorded; assets are safeguarded against 

PASEGURUHAN NG MGA NAGLILINGKOD SA PAMAHALAAN                                
(GOVERNMENT SERVICE INSURANCE SYSTEM)
Financial Center, Pasay City, Metro Manila 1308
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unauthorized use or disposition and the 
preparation of accurate financial statements 
in accordance with PFRS.

 
B. Accounts for Clearing

1. As disclosed in the Notes to the Financial 
Statements, the premiums and loans 
receivables are presented net of the 
accounts for clearing amounting to P8.947 
billion to reflect the most conservative 
balance of the account. These accounts for 
clearing represent accumulated collections 
on both premiums and loans that have not 
yet been posted to the individual member’s 
accounts, mostly due to the late updating 
of members’ data with the GSIS by their 
respective agencies.

The strategy of the GSIS is to “plug-the-
holes” first in order to prevent the recurrence 
of errors and accumulation of accounts for 
clearing. The projects and activities adopted 
by the GSIS (as discussed in our response to 
COA AOM No. SIF 2012-005) have resulted 
in more efficient and timely posting of 
payments and remittances. Currently, 98% out 
of the average P6.2 billion monthly premium 
payments received from government 
agencies are posted to the right accounts.

Meantime, batch clearing programs have 
been ran to fast-track the clearing of the 
undistributed collections which have 
accumulated over the years. The GSIS has 
come to a point where the transactions which 
comprise the remaining balance have to be 
scrutinized one by one. This means having 
to go through every hundred or thousand 
peso remittance in prior periods to make 
sure that the payment is posted to the correct 
individual member account. 

In order to ensure that the members receive 
the correct amount of benefits and/or loan 
proceeds while the Reconciliation Project is 
on-going, members’ accounts are reconciled 
manually upon filing of retirement/life 
insurance claims or loan applications. 

We maintain our position that the premiums 
and loans receivables are presented net 
of the accounts for clearing amounting to 
P8.947 billion to reflect the most conservative 
balance of the account. 

C. Reserves

1. Following accrual basis of accounting, the 
current policy of GSIS is to recognize claims 
and benefits paid as expense and accrue 
all unpaid filed claims at year-end. On the 
other hand, Section 34 of Republic Act No. 
(RA) 8291 requires the GSIS to maintain the 
required reserves for the fulfilment of its 
obligations.  
 
In compliance with the provisions of RA 8291, 
the Actuarial and Risk Management Group, 
the Insurance Group and the Legal Services 
Group of the GSIS are required to determine 
and present to the Board of Trustees the 
year-end reserve requirements, including 
reserve requirements pertaining to possible 
losses on legal suits. The Controller Group 
then records the increase or decrease in 
the reserves after it has been approved by 
the Board. The reserves are set aside and 
appropriated from the accumulated earnings 
of the Fund to ensure the payment of benefits 
under RA 8291 and other policy contracts 
issued by the GSIS when these fall due. 
These reserves cannot be used for any other 
purposes other than those for which they 
were set aside and appropriated. 

The reserves are portions of the accumulated 
earnings that are put back to the System 
for a specific purpose. It is more of an 
appropriation for possible future obligations 
rather than a recognition of present 
obligations since actual liability only arises 
once the members file their respective claims. 
The nature and purpose of the reserves are 
described in the Notes to FS in compliance 
with PAS 1. 
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The GSIS has been presenting the reserves 
in its Financial Statements as part of equity 
ever since, but this is the first time that COA 
questioned this manner of presentation. In 
our initial study, we found no PFRS which 
specifically governs government security 
institutions like the GSIS and other similar 
government entities, such as the Social 
Security System (SSS) and the Armed Forces 
of the Philippines Retirement and Separation 
Benefits System (AFP-RSBS). Please also note 
that the GSIS Fund is composed of several 
components, as described in Section 34 of 
RA 8291. The GSIS cannot be characterized 
simply as a defined benefit plan under 
Philippine Accounting Standard (PAS) 26. 
It cannot also be deemed as an insurance 
company doing insurance business that is 
regulated by the Insurance Commission.  
    
As noted in the COA AOM, adopting your 
recommendations would have very significant 
impact on the GSIS Financial Statements. 
We believe that this matter needs to be 
thoroughly studied before coming to a 
conclusion that the reserves set up by the 
GSIS should be recorded as liabilities in its 
books. In this regard, we opt to maintain 
the reserves as part of Net Worth until a 
comprehensive study has been undertaken 
on the matter. 

D. Fraud and Error 

1. We acknowledge that we are responsible for 
the design and implementation of internal 
controls to prevent and detect error. The 
management, likewise, discloses to the 
GSIS’s Audit Committee and to the Corporate 
Auditor, all significant deficiencies in the 
design and operation of internal controls that 
could adversely affect its ability to record, 
process, and report financial data and 
material weaknesses in the internal controls.

2. We have no knowledge of any fraud or 
suspected fraud that affects the GSIS’s 
financial statements and involves:

*Management; 

*Employees who have significant roles in the  
internal control; or 

*Others where fraud could have a material 
effect on the financial statements. 

3. We believe that the effects of any unadjusted 
audit differences accumulated by you 
during the current audit are immaterial, both 
individually and in the aggregate, to the 
financial statements taken as a whole.  

E. Compliance with Laws and Regulations

1. We are unaware of any violations or possible 
violation of laws or regulations the effects of 
which should be considered for disclosure 
in the financial statements or as basis of 
recording a contingent loss.

2. We are unaware of any known or probable 
instances of non-compliance with the 
requirements of regulatory or governmental 
authorities, including their financial reporting 
requirements, and there have been no 
communications from regulatory agencies 
or government representatives concerning 
investigations or allegations of non-
compliance for the year under review, except 
as matters of routine, normal, recurring nature, 
none of which involves any allegations of 
non-compliance with laws or regulations that 
should be considered for disclosure in the 
financial statements or a basis for recording a 
loss contingency.

F. Information Provided and Completeness of 
    Information and Transactions
 

1. We have provided you with:

a. Access to all information of which we are 
aware that is relevant to the preparation 
of the financial statements, such as 
records, documentation and other 
matters;
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b. Additional information that you have 
requested from us for the purpose of 
the audit; and

c. Unrestricted access to persons within  
the entity from whom you determined  
it necessary to obtain audit evidence.

2. All transactions have been recorded in 
the accounting records and are reflected 
in the financial statements. There are no 
material transactions that have not been 
properly recorded in the accounting records 
underlying the financial statements.

3. We have disclosed to you all tax opinions, 
correspondence with tax authorities, or 
other appropriate information that served 
as support for the accounting of potentially 
material matters.

4. We confirm that we have disclosed all known 
related party relationships and related party 
transactions as well as related balances due 
to or from such parties at year-end. These 
transactions have been measured and 
disclosed in the financial statements.

G. Recognition, Measurement and Disclosure

1. We believe that the significant assumptions 
underlying the fair value measurements and 

disclosures used in the preparation of the 
financial statements are reasonable and 
appropriate in the circumstances.

2. We have disclosed, and the GSIS has 
complied with, all aspects of contractual 
agreements that could have a material effect 
on the event of non-compliance, including all 
covenants, conditions or other requirements 
of all outstanding obligations.

 
H. Liabilities and Contingencies

1. All liabilities and contingencies have been 
disclosed to you and are appropriately 
reflected in the financial statements.

I. Subsequent Events

1. All events subsequent to December 31, 2012, 
but before the authorization of the financial 
statements, which require adjustment or 
disclosure in the financial statements, have 
been adjusted or disclosed. 

Very truly yours,
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The Board of Trustees

Government Service Insurance System

Financial Center, Pasay City

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of the Government Service Insurance System 

(GSIS) and its subsidiary, which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as at December 31, 2012 

and the consolidated statement of comprehensive income, consolidated statement of changes in net worth and 

consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and 

other explanatory information.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements  in  accordance  

with  Philippine  Financial  Reporting  Standards,  and  for  such internal  control  as  management  determines  is  

necessary  to  enable  the  preparation  of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether 

due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our 

audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with 

ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 

statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial 

statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment including the assessment of the risks of 

material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, 

the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial 

statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose 

of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit  also  includes  evaluating  

the  appropriateness  of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by 

management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit 

opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position  of  the  GSIS  and  

its  subsidiary  as  at  December  31,  2012  and  its  financial performance and its cash flows for the year then ended 

in accordance with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards.

Republic of the Philippines           
COMMISSION ON AUDIT

Commonwealth Avenue, Quezon City
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Emphasis of Matter

Without qualifying our opinion, we draw attention to Note 6.4 to the financial statements on the  Accounts  for  

Clearing  balance  of  P8.947  billion  representing  collections  on  both premiums and loans that have not 

yet been posted to the individual member’s accounts due to timing differences and are presented as a 

reduction from the total Premiums and Loans Receivable  accounts. Said  reduction  affects  the accuracy 

of members’  privileges  and claims and the validity of the affected general and subsidiary ledger accounts as 

of balance sheet date.  Reconciliation of the General and Subsidiary Ledgers and implementation of program 

enhancements are in progress.  To ensure that the members receive the correct amount of benefits and/or loan 

proceeds, members’ accounts are manually reconciled upon filing of retirement/life insurance claims or loan 

applications or upon request of those concerned.

We  also  draw  attention  to  Note  6,  which  presents  the  General  Insurance  Premium Receivable balance 

of P1.336 billion. The said balance included the amount of premiums receivable of P437.532 million for lapsed 

General Insurance policies from 2011 and prior years with an additional bad debts allowance of P305.938 million to 

recognize the loss/impairment of the account, which are still subject to reconciliation.

We further draw attention to Notes 2.1a and 7.2 which disclosed that the System, in support of the monetary policies 

of the Republic of the Philippines (ROP), participated in bond exchange covering its Held-to-Maturity (HTM) and 

Available for Sale (AFS) investments in 2010  and  2011  for  new  benchmark  bonds  issued  by  the  ROP.  The  

Securities  and Exchange Commission (SEC) granted an exemptive relief from the existing tainting rule on HTM 

investments for entities covered by Securities Regulation Code (SRC) Rule 68.  The System  is not covered  by 

the SEC  and  the  SRC  Rule  68, however,  it availed  of the exemptive relief, which resulted in unrealized gain on 

exchange of P13.361 billion for exchange offers.  While the System departs from a requirement of paragraph 9, PAS 

39 on the exchange of HTM investments, it also disclosed under Note 7.2, as required under paragraph 18, PAS 1, 

that the unrealized gain on bond exchanged totaling to P13.361 billion should have been credited to the System’s 

net income for CYs 2010 and 2011 and the  entire  HTM  portfolio  with  amortized  cost  of  P163.238  billion  should  

have  been reclassified to AFS investments and carried at fair value of P213.676 billion with net unrealized gain of 

P50.438 billion. 

      

Furthermore, Note 16 presents the GSIS Financial Reserve requirement for their mandated obligation amounting to 

P603.64 billion as part of the Net Worth which must be subjected to thorough study for proper presentation in the 

financial statements.  The investment required to secure the computed reserve has to be defined in the study to 

conform to the provision of Section 34 of RA 8291 and other applicable rules and regulations.

COMMISSION ON AUDIT

JULIA E. MORENO

Supervising Auditor

August 22, 2013



Consolidated Statements  
of Financial Position
December 31, 2012 and 2011
(in Philippine Peso)

2011

Note 2012 (as restated)

ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents 5      35,348,722,239       40,120,268,360

Premiums and loans receivable - net 6 221,723,716,310 206,155,720,413

Financial assets 7 411,404,294,293 336,833,569,390

Investment in joint ventures 8 1,164,802,421 1,167,448,341

Property and equipment - net 9 10,671,990,336 4,658,234,361

Investment properties 10 29,989,696,703 29,704,289,486

Other assets - net 11 17,272,517,456 15,004,317,394

TOTAL ASSETS 727,575,739,758 633,643,847,745

LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH

LIABILITIES

Insurance liabilities 12 11,769,737,112 9,425,347,083

Other liabilities 13 5,093,688,600 8,507,241,270

Deferred credits 14 2,827,101,179 1,060,819,697

TOTAL LIABILITIES 19,690,526,891 18,993,408,050

Property replacement fund 15 27,487,087 27,487,087

Reserves

Social insurance fund 16 588,188,338,880 528,437,582,936

Optional life insurance fund 16 7,282,814,928 7,385,387,135

Pre-need insurance fund 16 2,385,611,813 2,593,684,688

Employees’ compensation insurance fund 16 1,095,947,289 633,400,532

General insurance fund 16 4,684,943,605 4,099,757,242

603,637,656,515 543,149,812,533

Surplus 17 104,215,746,928 71,471,297,140

Non-controlling interest 4,322,337 1,842,935

TOTAL NET WORTH 707,885,212,867 614,650,439,695

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
    

 727,575,739,758
    

633,643,847,745

The notes on pages 37 to 75 form part of these financial statements.
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Consolidated Statements  
of Comprehensive Income
For the years ended December 31, 2012 and 2011 
(in Philippine Peso)

2011                      
Note 2012 (as restated)

REVENUE

Revenue from insurance 18       80,371,397,254       70,218,838,699 
Revenue from loans and receivables 19 19,466,824,249 17,687,139,381 
Revenue from financial assets 20 34,849,653,606 31,735,554,291 
Revenue from investment properties 21 778,307,174 1,673,875,709 
Other revenues 22 2,051,846,261 2,105,548,155 

137,518,028,544 123,420,956,235 

EXPENSES

Claims and benefits 23 65,544,125,079 54,266,419,119 
Investment expenses 24 152,931,507 169,728,108 
Insurance expenses 25 2,430,784,522 2,465,188,030 
Personal services 26 3,187,030,140 3,921,202,987 
Operating expenses 27 3,623,841,899 2,073,389,532 

74,938,713,147 62,895,927,776 

Non-controlling interest (333,719) (987,126)

NET INCOME 62,579,649,116 60,526,015,585 

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Unrealized gain on investments 28 24,604,154,647 12,685,706,517 
Appraisal surplus 28 6,062,873,296 -

30,667,027,943 12,685,706,517 

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 93,246,677,059 73,211,722,102 

NET INCOME ATTRIBUTABLE TO:
Parent 62,579,982,835 60,527,002,711 
Non-controlling interest (333,719) (987,126)
NET INCOME 62,579,649,116 60,526,015,585 

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE  INCOME ATTRIBUTABLE TO:
Parent 93,247,018,738 73,212,709,228 
Non-controlling Interest (341,679) (987,126)
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME     93,246,677,059       73,211,722,102 

The notes on pages 37 to 75 form part of these financial statements.
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Consolidated Statements  
of Cash Flows
For the years ended December 31, 2012 and 2011
(in Philippine Peso)

Note 2012
 2011                      

(as restated)

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Receipt of premiums      75,651,506,928     68,865,569,385 

Receipt from other receivable 3,918,603,421 2,121,375,509 

Contributions to ECC & OSHC (91,902,919) (44,833,290)

Other miscellaneous receipts 6,819,298,891 3,106,521,406 

Payment of claims and benefits (63,368,145,575) (58,846,752,583)

Payment of reinsurance premiums (1,562,404,241) (2,010,716,499)

Payments for operating expenses (2,841,531,024) (4,922,658,796)

Net cash provided by operating activities 18,525,425,481 8,268,505,132 

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Net loan releases (21,106,134,338) (30,037,561,013)

Receipt of earnings from loans 15,145,258,468 16,687,628,195 

Net investment placements (51,268,271,567) (34,599,956,768)

Receipt of earnings from investments 34,267,232,411 25,838,005,178 

Receipt of earnings from investment properties 190,958,991 173,314,317 

Purchase of information technology resources (309,175,284) (152,359,557)

Purchase/payments for capital expenditures (503,402,148) (419,620,956)

Net cash flow from subsidiaries 286,561,865 450,042,579 

Net cash used in investing activities (23,296,971,602) (22,060,508,025)

NET CHANGE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (4,771,546,121) (13,792,002,893)

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS BEGINNING 40,120,268,360 53,912,271,253 

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, END 5      35,348,722,239      40,120,268,360 

The notes on pages 37 to 75 form part of these financial statements.
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(All amounts in Philippine Peso unless otherwise stated)

1. REPORTING ENTITY

 The Government Service Insurance System (GSIS or the System) is a government financial institution, organized and created to 
administer the System’s funds and implement the laws that govern the social security and insurance benefits of all government 
employees.  The official address of its Home Office is at the Government Financial Center, Roxas Boulevard, Pasay City.  GSIS has 
42 Branch Offices, 13 Satellite Offices and several service desks strategically located in various cities and municipalities of the 
country.

 The GSIS was created by the Congress of the Philippines through Commonwealth Act No. 186 on November 14, 1936. Its primary 
objective is to promote the welfare of government employees through an insurance system that will protect its members against 
adverse economic effects resulting from death, disability and old age. 

 On May 31, 1977, Presidential Decree (PD) No. 1146, otherwise known as “The Revised Government Service Insurance Act of 1977,” 
was issued by then President Ferdinand E. Marcos.  On June 24, 1997, Republic Act (RA) No. 8291, otherwise known as, “The 
Government Service Insurance System Act of 1997”, was enacted into law, enhancing the social security coverage and benefits of 
the GSIS.  

 Pursuant to Section 34 of RA No. 8291, all contributions payable under Section 5 thereof, together with the earnings and accruals 
thereon shall constitute the GSIS Social Insurance Fund (SIF). The said fund shall be used to finance the benefits administered by 
the GSIS under RA No. 8291. In addition, the GSIS shall administer the Optional Life Insurance Fund (OLIF) and Pre-Need Fund 
(PNF) for the insurance coverage described in Section 26 of RA No. 8291, the Employees’ Compensation Insurance Fund (ECIF) 
created under PD No. 626, as amended, the General Insurance Fund (GIF) created under RA No. 656, as amended, and such other 
special funds existing or that may be created for special groups or persons rendering services to the government. 

 The accompanying consolidated financial statements of the GSIS were authorized for issue by the GSIS management represented 
by the President and General Manager and the Senior Vice President – Controller Group on August 15, 2013.

2. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

 2.1 Basis of preparation

a. Statement of compliance
 
   The accompanying financial statements are prepared in compliance with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards 

(PFRS) issued by the Financial Reporting Standards Council (FRSC). However, the bond swap transactions in 2010 and 
2011 pursuant to the Domestic Bond Consolidation Program of the Republic of the Philippines (ROP) were recorded in 
accordance with the prescribed financial reporting framework for participating entities.  The details of the 2010 and 2011 
bond swap transactions are fully disclosed in Note 7.

b. Basis of consolidation

   The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the GSIS and its subsidiary as at December 31, 
2012. The subsidiary is fully consolidated from the date of acquisition, being the date on which the System obtain control, 
and continue to be consolidated until the date when such control ceases. The financial statements of the subsidiary are 
prepared for the same reporting period as the System, using consistent accounting policies. All intragroup balances and 
transactions are eliminated in full.

  c. Basis of measurement

   The financial statements are prepared on historical cost basis except for the following items:

	 	 	 •	 Equity	securities	classified	as	at	fair	value	through	profit	or	loss	(FVPL)	or	held	for	trading	(HFT)	and	available-for-sale	
(AFS) and debt securities classified as AFS  are measured at fair value subsequent to its acquisition;

	 	 	 •	 Investment	properties	are	measured	at	fair	value;	and
	 	 	 •	 Land	classified	under	property	and	equipment	is	measured	at	revalued	amount.

d. Accrual basis of accounting

   In accordance with Philippine Accounting Standards (PAS) 1, the financial statements, except for cash flow information, 
have been prepared using the accrual basis of accounting.

e. Currency of presentation

   The financial statements are presented in Philippine peso, which is the System’s functional and presentation currency. All 
amounts are rounded to the nearest peso, unless otherwise indicated.

Notes to Financial Statements
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  f. Significant accounting judgments and estimates

   The preparation of the financial statements requires management to make judgments, estimates and assumptions 
that affect the application of accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. 
Uncertainty about these assumptions and estimates may result in outcomes that could require a material adjustment to the 
carrying amount of the affected asset or liability in the future.

 
   Judgments, estimates and assumptions are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, 

including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.

Judgments

In the process of applying the System’s accounting policies, management has made the following judgments, apart from 
those

involving estimations, which have the most significant effect on the amounts recognized in the financial statements:

   Operating lease commitments

	 	 	 •	 The	System	as	lessee

    The System has determined that significant risks and benefits of ownership of the leased property remain with the 
lessor, hence, leases are accounted for as operating lease.

    Rental expense recognized by the System under “Operating Expenses” amounted to P0.048 billion in 2012 and P0.045 
billion in 2011 (Note 27). 

	 	 	 •	 The	System	as	lessor

    The System has determined that significant risks and benefits of ownership of the leased property remain with the 
System, hence, leases are accounted for as operating lease (Note 33).

    Rental revenue recognized by the System under “Other Revenue” amounted to P0.120 billion in 2012 and P0.118 billion 
in 2011 (Note 22).

	 	 	 •	 Determining	functional	currency

    The System has determined that its functional currency is the Philippine Peso. It is the currency of the primary economic 
environment in which the System operates.

Estimates

The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the reporting date, that have 
a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial 
year are discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.

	 	 	 •	 Estimation	of	impairment	losses	on	receivables

    The System maintains allowance for impairment losses on receivables at a level considered adequate to provide for 
potential uncollectible receivables. The level of this allowance is evaluated by management on the basis of factors 
that affect the collectability of the accounts.  These factors include, among others, the debtor’s payment behavior and 
known market factors.  The System reviews the age and status of the receivables and identifies accounts that are to 
be provided with allowance on a continuous basis.  The amount and timing of recorded expenses for any period would 
differ if the System made different judgments or utilized different estimates.

    Allowance for impairment losses for premiums and loans receivable and other assets amounted to P43.390 billion and 
P47.338 billion as at December 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011, respectively. (Notes 6 and 11).

	 	 	 •	 Provision	and	contingencies

    The System sets up appropriate provisions for its present legal or constructive obligations in accordance with the 
System’s policies on provisions and contingencies. The estimate of the probable costs for settlement of such claims has 
been developed in consultation with the legal department and is based upon analysis of the potential results.
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  g. Segment reporting

   For management purposes, the System is organized based on their products and services and has the following reportable 
segments:

•	 Social insurance 

    Under Section 3 of RA No. 8291, membership in the GSIS shall be compulsory for all government employees receiving 
compensation who have not reached the compulsory retirement age, irrespective of employment status, except 
members of the Armed Forces of the Philippines and the Philippine National Police and contractuals who have no 
employer and employee relationship with their agencies.  

 
    Except for the members of the judiciary and constitutional commissions who shall have life insurance only, all members 

of the GSIS shall have life insurance, retirement and all other social security protection provided under RA No. 8291. 

    Section 5 of RA No. 8291 provides that it shall be mandatory for the covered employees and the employers to pay the 
monthly contributions specified in the following schedule:

Monthly
Compensation (MC) Employee’s Share Employer’s Share

P10,000 and below 9 % of MC 12 % of MC

Over P10,000 9 % of P10,000+ 2 %

(MC- P10,000) 12 % of MC
 

    Members of the judiciary and constitutional commissioners are also required to pay three per cent of their monthly 
compensation as personal share, and their employers a corresponding three per cent share for their life insurance 
coverage. 

    It is mandatory for all employers to deduct each month from the monthly salary or compensation of each employee the 
contribution payable by him in accordance with the foregoing schedule, and remit directly to the GSIS the employer’s and 
employees’ contributions within the first ten days of the calendar month following the month to which the contributions 
apply.   All such contributions, together with the earnings and accruals thereon, constitute the GSIS SIF.

•	 Optional life insurance

    A GSIS member may at any time apply for optional life insurance for himself and/or his dependents and may choose from 
the following types of insurance according to his needs: 

   a.  Unlimited optional life insurance - Endowment
   b.  Unlimited optional life insurance - Whole life
   c.  Unlimited optional life insurance - Fully paid at 65
   d.  Unlimited optional life insurance - Pay life at 20
   e.  Yearly renewable group term insurance

    Redemption Insurance premiums are those paid by loan borrowers to cover the outstanding balances in cases of 
premature death and permanent total disability.

    Premiums on optional insurance shall be paid monthly in advance during the life of the policy either directly by the 
insured, if retired or separated from the service or through salary deduction if still in the service. (Section12.7.1 of RA 8291)

•	 General insurance 

    RA No. 656, otherwise known as the “Property Insurance Law”, established the “Property Insurance Fund” to indemnify 
or compensate the government for any damage or loss of its properties.  The administration of the fund was placed 
under the GSIS.  Under Section 5 of RA No. 656, every government unit, except municipalities below first class, is 
required to insure its properties with the GSIS.

    The GIF financial statements reflect the financial positions and results of operations of the general insurance business 
of the GSIS.  It includes the recording and accounting for insurance and reinsurance premiums, losses recoverable, 
reinsurance, claims and related expenses, disbursements, unearned premiums, marketing and administration fees, as 
well as reserve for losses and contingencies. The GIF is being administered by the SIF, as such, marketing commission 
based on the GIF net premiums (retained only) is being charged by the SIF to the GIF.
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•	 Pre-need insurance 

    The Pre-need fund was created pursuant to Section 26 of RA No. 8291. This covers pre-need coverage embracing 
education, health and memorial plans, which the GSIS offered to better respond to the growing needs of its members. 
The marketing of the pre-need plans has been suspended effective December 31, 1998.

•	 Employees’ compensation insurance 

    The ECIF, also known as the “State Insurance Fund”, was created under PD No. 626.  It was established to carry out the 
State’s policy to promote and develop a tax-exempt employees compensation program whereby employees and their 
dependents, in the event of work related disability or death, may promptly secure adequate income, medical and other 
related benefits.

h. Events after the reporting date

    Post year-end events that provide additional information about the System’s financial position at the end of reporting 
date (adjusting events) are reflected in the financial statements.  Post year-end events that are not adjusting events are 
disclosed in the notes to financial statements when material.

 2.2 Financial instruments

•	 Date of recognition

   Financial instruments are recognized in the statement of financial position when GSIS becomes a party to the contractual 
provisions of the instrument.

•	 Initial recognition of financial instruments

   Financial instruments are recognized initially at the fair value of the consideration given (in case of an asset) or received 
(in case of a liability). The initial measurement of financial instruments, except for those designated at FVPL, includes 
transaction costs.

•	 Classification of financial instruments

   The System classifies its financial assets into the following categories: financial assets at FVPL, held to maturity (HTM) 
financial assets, Available For Sale (AFS) financial assets, and loans and receivables.  The System classifies its financial 
liabilities into other financial liabilities.  The classification depends on the purpose for which the instruments are acquired 
and whether they are quoted in an active market.  Management determines the classification at initial recognition and, 
when allowed and appropriate, re-evaluates this classification at every reporting date.

   a. Financial assets at FVPL

    Financial Assets at FVPL consist of HFT financial assets which are acquired and held for the purposes of selling in short-
term to generate profit from short-term fluctuations in price or dealer’s margin. 

    Upon initial recognition, transaction costs are recognized in profit or loss. Subsequently, financial assets at FVPL are 
measured at fair value and changes therein are recognized in profit or loss.

   b. HTM financial assets

    These are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments and fixed maturities for which there is 
positive intention and ability to hold the financial assets to maturity.   Such assets are carried at amortized cost in the 
statement of financial position.

    Gains or losses are recognized in profit or loss when the HTM financial assets are derecognized or impaired, as well as 
through the amortization process.

   c. AFS financial assets  

    These are non-derivative financial assets that are acquired and held indefinitely for long-term capital appreciation or are 
not classified as (a) FVPL financial assets (b) HTM financial assets or (c) loans and receivables.   

 
    Subsequent to initial recognition, these assets are carried at fair value in the statement of financial position. Changes 

in the fair value of such assets are recognized in other comprehensive income and presented within the other surplus 
account under unrealized gain or loss on AFS financial assets portion.  
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    When an AFS financial asset is derecognized, the cumulative gains or losses are transferred to profit or loss. Dividends on 
AFS equity securities are recognized in profit or loss when the right to receive payment is established. If an AFS financial 
asset is impaired, an amount comprising the difference between its carrying value and its current fair value is recognized 
in profit or loss.

   d. Loans and receivables

    Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an 
active market and the System does not intend to sell immediately or in the near term.  Loans and receivables are initially 
measured at fair value plus direct transaction costs, and subsequently measured at their amortized costs.  Gains and 
losses are recognized in profit or loss when loans and receivables are derecognized or impaired, as well as through the 
amortization process. 

   e. Other financial liabilities 

    This category pertains to financial liabilities that are not held for trading or not designated as at FVPL upon the inception 
of the liability.  This includes liabilities arising from operations and other borrowings.

    Other financial liabilities are recognized initially at fair value and are subsequently carried at amortized cost, taking into 
account the impact of applying the effective interest method of amortization (or accretion) for any related premium, 
discount and any directly attributable transaction costs.

 
    This category includes among others claims and benefits payable, due to reinsurers, provision for unadjusted claims and 

sundry accounts payable.

   f. Offsetting

    Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the statement of financial position if, and only if, 
there is a currently enforceable legal right to offset the recognized amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net 
basis, or to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.  

   g. Impairment of financial assets

    The System assesses at each reporting date whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or group of 
financial assets is impaired.  A financial asset or group of financial assets is deemed impaired if, and only if, there is 
objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events that occurred after the initial recognition of the asset 
(an incurred “loss event”) and that loss event (or events) has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial 
asset or group of financial assets that can be reliably estimated.  The carrying value of the impaired account is reduced 
to the extent that it exceeds the asset’s net realizable value.  Impairment losses are recognized in full in profit or loss.  If 
in a subsequent period, the amount of accumulated impairment losses has decreased because of an event occurring 
after impairment has been recognized, the decrease is allowed to be reversed to profit or loss to the extent that the 
resulting carrying value will not exceed the amortized cost determined had no impairment been recognized.

   h. Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities

        Financial assets

        A financial asset (or, where applicable, a part of a financial asset or part of similar financial assets) is derecognized when:

	 	 	 •	 the	rights	to	receive	cash	flows	from	the	asset	have	expired;	

	 	 	 	 •	 the	System	has	transferred	its	rights	to	receive	cash	flows	from	the	asset	and	either	(a)	has	transferred	substantially	
all the risks and rewards of the asset, or (b) has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and rewards 
of the asset, but has transferred control of the asset.

   Where the System has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from an asset and has neither transferred nor 
retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset nor transferred control of the asset, the asset is recognized 
to the extent of the System’s continuing involvement in the asset.  Continuing involvement that takes the form of a 
guarantee over the transferred financial asset is measured at the lower of the original carrying amount of the financial 
asset or the maximum amount of consideration that the System could be required to repay.
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   Financial liabilities

   A financial liability is derecognized when the obligation comprising the liability is discharged, cancelled or has expired.

   Where an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the same lender on substantially different terms, or the terms 
of an existing liability are substantially modified, such an exchange or modification is treated as a derecognition of the original 
liability and the recognition of a new liability, and the difference in the respective carrying amounts is recognized in the profit  
or loss. 

      i. Fair value of financial instruments

  The fair value of financial instruments that are traded in active markets at each reporting date is determined by reference 
to quoted market prices or dealer price quotations (bid price for long positions and ask price for short positions), without 
any deduction for transaction costs.

  For financial instruments not traded in an active market, the fair value is determined using appropriate valuation 
techniques. Stocks non-traded are revalued at year-end and recorded based on its net asset value. The difference 
between the carrying value and net asset value is recorded as unrealized gain or loss in other comprehensive income.  
If the difference is other than temporary, it is recorded as unrealized loss in the profit and loss statement. 

 2.3 Cash and cash equivalents

  Cash includes cash on hand and in banks. Cash equivalents are short-term and highly liquid investments with maturity of less 
than three months and readily convertible into cash such as high-yield short-term placements (HYSTP), special savings and 
time deposits. Cash and cash equivalents are presented at face value.

 2.4 Premiums receivable

  Premiums receivable represents receivables arising from unremitted members’ contribution and other premiums already due 
but not yet collected.  These are presented at amortized cost.

 2.5 Loans receivable

  Loans receivable represents loans granted to members, government agencies and private entities. These receivables are 
measured at amortized cost.

 2.6 Derivative instruments

  Derivative instruments are carried in the statement of financial position at fair value.   Any gains or losses arising from changes 
in the fair values of derivatives are recognized in profit or loss.  Derivatives are carried as assets when the fair value is positive 
and as liabilities when the fair value is negative.

 2.7 Investment in joint ventures

  The GSIS has interest in joint ventures. A joint venture is a contractual agreement whereby two or more parties undertake an 
economic activity that is subject to joint control. The GSIS recognizes its interest in the joint venture using equity method of 
accounting. Under the equity method, investment in joint venture is initially recorded at cost and is subsequently presented 
in the financial statements at GSIS’ share of the net assets of the joint venture, less any impairment in value.

 2.8 Investment properties 

  Investment properties consist of land or building or part of a building or both, held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation 
or both. 

  This account also includes real properties that were previously the subject of mortgage loan, individual real estate loan, 
commercial - industrial loan, lease-purchase agreement, or deed of conditional sale, which were foreclosed, cancelled or 
relinquished by former owners in favor of the System. 

 
  Investment properties are initially recognized at cost, including transaction costs. Subsequently, it is measured at fair value 

with changes in fair value recognized in profit or loss. 

  Transfers to or from the investment property account is made when there is a change in the use of the asset(s).
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 2.9 Property and equipment 

  Property and equipment, except land is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment in value. Land 
is carried at revalued amount. Increase in value resulting from revaluation is credited to revaluation surplus account. Any 
decrease in value is recognized as expense to the extent that it exceeds the revaluation surplus previously recognized.

  The initial cost of property and equipment consists of the purchase price including import duties (except land), borrowing 
costs (during the construction period) and other costs directly attributable to bring the asset to its working condition and 
location for its intended use.  Cost also includes the cost of replacing the part of such property and equipment when the 
recognition criteria are met and the present value of the estimated cost of dismantling and removing the asset and restoring 
the site where the asset is located.

  Expenditures incurred after the property and equipment have been put into operation, such as repairs and maintenance, are 
normally charged to operations in the year the costs are incurred.  In situations where it can be clearly demonstrated that the 
expenditures have resulted in an increase in the future economic benefits expected to be obtained from the use of property 
and equipment beyond its originally assessed standard of performance, the expenditures are capitalized as additional costs 
of property and equipment.

  Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful life of the asset as follows:

Asset Class Useful Life Year/Period

Land improvements 10

Building and building improvements 30

IT resources 5

Furniture and fixtures 10

Office equipment 5

Ordnance (firearms) 10

Medical equipment 10

Dental equipment 10

Laboratory equipment 10

Communications equipment 10

Sports equipment 10

Firefighting equipment and accessories 7

Library books 5

Transportation equipment-land 7

  The carrying values of property and equipment are reviewed for impairment when events or changes in circumstances 
indicate that the carrying value may not be recoverable.

  An item of property and equipment is derecognized upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected from 
its use or disposal.  Any gain or loss arising in the derecognition of the asset is included in profit or loss in the year the asset 
is derecognized.

  Construction in progress is included in property and equipment and stated at cost which includes cost of construction and 
other direct costs.  These are adjusted to its relative account and depreciated only upon completion and put into operational 
use.

 2.10 Impairment of non-financial assets

  The carrying amount of non-financial assets, other than investment properties, are assessed to determine whether there is 
any indication of impairment or an impairment previously recognized may no longer exist. Based on such determination the 
asset’s recoverable amount is estimated. The asset’s recoverable amount is its fair value less costs to sell or its value in use, 
whichever is higher.

  Impairment loss is recognized if the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its estimated recoverable amount. The carrying 
amount of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account and the amount of loss is recognized in profit 
or loss unless it relates to a revalued asset where the changes in value are recognized in other comprehensive income.  
Depreciation and amortization charges for future periods are adjusted accordingly.
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 2.11 Revenue recognition  

  Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the System and the amount of 
revenue can be reliably measured.   

  Revenue from insurance contributions consists of the mandatory member’s and employer’s contributions provided in Section 
5 of RA No. 8291.   Revenue is recognized as the members’ contributions become due. Premiums on life insurance policies are 
earned as consideration for the risk/contingencies insured by the GSIS for the benefit of the members or their beneficiaries.

 
  Interest revenue is recognized as the interest accrues, taking into account the effective yield on the asset. 

  Dividend revenue is recognized when the right to receive the payment is established. 

  Interest from loans is recognized as the interest accrues, taking into account the effective yield on the asset.

  Revenue from rental of property and equipment is derived from the lease of GSIS office spaces or premises under contracts 
of lease containing the terms and conditions as agreed upon by the System and the lessees.  Rental revenues are recognized 
on a straight line basis. 

  Premiums from the insurance of government assets, properties and interests against various perils are recognized as income 
upon issuance of the policy.  Premium is the amount charged by the System pursuant to an insurance policy or contract, for 
the protection from losses or risks for a period of time (normally one year). Inward reinsurance income for inward reinsurance 
business is recognized upon acceptance of the reinsurance binder. Reinsurance commission income is recognized upon 
signing of the reinsurance binder.  This is generated by the System from cessions to reinsurers.  Reinsurance commission is 
a percentage of the premium due on the cession to the reinsurer, which the reinsurer allows the insurer to deduct from the 
premium payable. 

 2.12 Foreign currency- denominated transactions

  Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded in Philippine Peso at the exchange rate at the date of the transaction.  
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are restated at the functional currency rate prevailing at 
reporting date.  Exchange rate differences arising from the restatement or settlement of monetary items are recognized in 
profit or loss in the year in which they arise.  Non-monetary items that are measured at historical cost in foreign currency are 
translated using the exchange rates at the dates of the initial transactions. Non-monetary items that are measured at fair value 
in foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value was determined.

 2.13 Expense recognition 

  Expenses are recognized in the statement of comprehensive income upon utilization of the service or at the date they are 
incurred.

3. ADOPTION OF NEW AND REVISED PFRS

 The System adopted new and revised PFRS effective January 1, 2012. These are summarized as follows:

	 	 •	 PFRS	1	First-Time	Adoption	of	Philippine	Financial	Reporting	Standards	-	Severe	Hyperinflation	and	Removal	of	Fixed	Dates	
for First-Time Adopters (Amendment) – The standard provides guidance on the presentation of financial statements in 
accordance with PFRS when an entity’s functional currency ceases to be subject to hyperinflation.

	 	 •	 PFRS	 7	 Financial	 Instruments:	 Disclosures	 -	 Enhanced	 Derecognition	 and	 Transfer	 of	 Financial	 Assets	 Disclosure	
Requirements– The amended standard requires additional disclosure on financial assets that have been transferred but not 
derecognized and an entity’s continuing involvement in the derecognized assets. This disclosure is required to enable the 
user of the financial statements to evaluate the related risks. 

  These new and revised PFRS have no significant impact on the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements of the 
System.

  New and Revised PFRS Not Yet Adopted

  Relevant new and revised PFRS which are not yet effective for the year ended December 31, 2012 and have not been applied 
in preparing the financial statements are summarized in the next page:
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  a. Effective for annual periods beginning on or after July 1, 2012:

	 	 	 •	 PAS	1,	Financial	Statement	Presentation,	Presentation	of	Items	of	Other	Comprehensive	Income	-	The	amendment	changed	
the presentation of items in Other Comprehensive Income (OCI). Items that could be reclassified to profit or loss at a future 
point in time should be presented separately from items that will never be reclassified. 

  b. Effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2013:

	 	 	 •	 PAS	27,	Separate	Financial	Statements	(as	revised	in	2011)	-	As	a	consequence	of	the	new	PFRS	10	and	PFRS	12,	PAS	27	is	
now limited to accounting for subsidiaries, jointly controlled entities, and associates in separate financial statements.  

	 	 	 •	 PAS	28,	Investments	in	Associates	and	Joint	Ventures	(as	revised	in	2011)	-	This	standard	prescribes	the	application	of	the	
equity method to investments in joint ventures and associates.

	 	 	 •	 PFRS	 7,	 Financial	 Instruments	 Disclosures	 –	Offsetting	 Financial	 Assets	 and	 Financial	 Liabilities	 (Amendments)	 –	 The	
amendment requires entities to disclose information that will enable users to evaluate the effect or potential effect of netting 
arrangements on an entity’s financial position. The new disclosure is required for all recognized financial instruments that 
are subject to an enforceable master netting arrangement or similar agreement.

	 	 	 •	 PFRS	10,	Consolidated	Financial	Statements	-	The	standard	replaces	the	portion	of	PAS	27	Consolidated	and	Separate	
Financial Statements that addresses the accounting for consolidated financial statements and SIC-12 Consolidation — 
Special Purpose Entities. It establishes a single control model that applies to all entities including special purpose entities. 
Management will have to exercise significant judgment to determine which entities are controlled, and are required to be 
consolidated by a parent company.

	 	 	 •	 PFRS	11,	Joint	Arrangements	-	PFRS	11	replaces	PAS	31,	Interests	in	Joint	Ventures	and	SIC-13,	Jointly-controlled	Entities	
— Non-monetary Contributions by Venturers - The standard removes the option to account for jointly controlled entities 
(JCEs) using proportionate consolidation. Instead, joint venture entities that meet the definition of a joint venture must be 
accounted for using the equity method. 

	 	 	 •	 PFRS	12,	Disclosure	of	Involvement	with	Other	Entities	-	The	standard	includes	all	of	the	disclosures	that	were	previously	
in PAS 27 related to consolidated financial statements, as well as all of the disclosure requirements that were previously 
included in PAS 31 and PAS 28. These disclosures relate to an entity’s interests in subsidiaries, joint arrangements, 
associates and structured entities. A number of new disclosures are also required. 

	 	 	 •	 Amendments	to	PFRS	10,	PFRS	11	and	PFRS	12:	Transition	Guidance	-	The	amendments	provide	additional	transition	relief	
in PFRS 10, PFRS 11 Joint Arrangements and PFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities, limiting the requirement to 
provide adjusted comparative information to only the preceding comparative period. Furthermore, for disclosures related 
to unconsolidated structured entities, the amendments will remove the requirement to present comparative information for 
periods before PFRS 12 is first applied.

	 	 	 •	 PFRS	13,	Fair	Value	Measurement	-	The	standard	establishes	a	single	source	of	guidance	under	PFRS	for	all	 fair	value	
measurements. It does not change when an entity is required to use fair value, but rather provides guidance on how to 
measure fair value under PFRS when fair value is required or permitted.

  Improvements to PFRS 

  The omnibus amendments to PFRS were issued in May 2012, which are effective for annual periods beginning on or after 
January 1, 2013, were issued primarily to clarify accounting and disclosure requirements to assure consistency in the application 
of the following standards.

	 	 	 •	 PFRS	1,	First-time	Adoption	of	Philippine	Financial	Reporting	Standards
	 	 	 •	 PAS	1,	Presentation	of	Financial	Statements
	 	 	 •	 PAS	16,	Property	Plant	and	Equipment
	 	 	 •	 PAS	32,	Financial	Instrument	:	Presentation
	 	 	 •	 PAS	34,	Interim	Financial	Reporting

  a. Effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2014:

		 •	 Amendments	to	PFRS	10,	PFRS	12	and	PAS	27:	Investment	Entities	–	The	amendments	provide	an	exception	from	the	
requirements of consolidation to investment entities and instead require these entities to present their investments in 
subsidiaries as a net investment that is measured at fair value.  Investment entity refers to an entity whose business 
purpose is to invest funds solely for returns from capital appreciation, investment income or both. 
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		 •	 Amendments	to	PAS	32:	Offsetting	Financial	Assets	and	Financial	Liabilities-	The	amendments	address	inconsistencies	
in current practice when applying the offsetting criteria in PAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation. The amendments 
clarify (a) the meaning of ‘currently has a legally enforceable right of set-off’; and (2) that some gross settlement 
systems may be considered equivalent to net settlement.

  b. Effective for annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2015:

		 •	 PFRS	9,	Financial	Instruments:	Classification	and	Measurement–	This	standard	is	the	first	phase	in	replacing	PAS	39	
and applies to classification and measurement of financial assets as defined in PAS 39. 

  c. Deferred effectivity:

		 •	 Philippine	Interpretation	PFRIC	15,	Agreements	for	the	Construction	of	Real	Estate	(PFRIC	15)	–	The	FRSC	has	approved	
in September 2011 the deferral of the effectivity of PFRIC 15 until the final revenue standard is issued by Philippine 
Accounting Standards Board (PASB) and an evaluation of the requirements of the final Revenue standard against 
the practices of the Philippine real estate industry is completed. PFRIC 15 provides guidance on how to determine 
whether an agreement for the construction of real estate is within the scope of PAS 11, Construction Contracts or PAS 
18, Revenue and, accordingly, when revenue from the construction should be recognized.

 Under prevailing circumstances, the adoption of the foregoing new and revised PFRS is not expected to have any material effect 
on the financial statements.

4. SEGMENT INFORMATION 

 The table shows the Statements of Financial Position as of December 31, 2012:

(In millions)
 SIF GIF OLIF PNF ECIF BSOIF PRF TOTAL ELIMI CORP

NATION
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 24,471 5,753 1,648 833 2,607 10 27 35,349 35,349 

Premiums and loans receivable - net 214,850 965 2,436 7 3,466 - - 221,724 221,724 
Financial assets 383,423 10,769 9,803 1,994 5,415 - - 411,404 411,404 
Investment in joint ventures 1,165 - - - - - - 1,165 1,165 
Property and equipment -    net 10,672 - - - - - - 10,672 10,672 
Investment properties 26,444 2,877 669 - - - - 29,990 29,990 
Other assets - net 16,206 5,733 1,351 32 50 - - 23,372 6,100 17,272 
TOTAL ASSETS 677,231 26,097 15,907 2,866 11,538 10 27 733,676 6,100 727,576
LIABILITIES
Insurance liabilities 5,947 5,690 98 24 11  - - 11,770 11,770 
Other liabilities 10,490 227 75 230 16 156 - 11,194 6,100 5,094 
Deferred credits 2,014 813 - - -  - - 2,827 2,827 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 18,451 6,730 173 254 27 156 - 25,791 6,100 19,691 
Property replacement fund - - - - - - 27 27 27 
Reserves 588,188 4,685 7,283 2,386 1,096 603,638 603,638
Surplus 70,588 14,682 8,451 226 10,415 (146) - 104,216  104,216
Net assets of subsidiaries 4 - - - - - - 4 4
TOTAL NET WORTH 658,780 19,367 15,734 2,612 11,511 (146) 27 707,885 - 707,885
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH 677,231 26,097 15,907 2,866 11,538 10 27 733,676 6,100 727,576
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 The table below shows the Statements of Comprehensive Income for all funds for the period ended December 31, 2012:

                                                (In millions)
SIF GIF OLIF PNF ECIF BSOIF PRF TOTAL

REVENUE
Revenue from insurance 73,278 4,173 978 (16) 1,958 - - 80,371
Revenue from loans and receivable 19,349 - 118 - - - - 19,467
Revenue from financial assets 33,614 239 536 190 271 - - 34,850 
Revenue from investment properties 754 19 5 - - - - 778
Other revenues 2,032 18 2 - - - - 2,052
 129,027 4,449 1,639 174 2,229 - - 137,518
EXPENSES
Claims and benefits 63,591 650 896 369 38 - - 65,544 
Investment expenses 153 - - - - - - 153
Insurance expenses - 2,425 - 6 - - - 2,431 
Personal services 3,187 - - - - - - 3,187
Operating expenses 2,820 327 250 108 119 - - 3,624 
 69,751 3,402 1,146 483 157 - - 74,939 
Operating income income/(loss) before GSIS fees

          and commission 59,276 1,047 493 (309) 2,072 - -  62,579
GSIS fees and commission
Management fee 194 - - - (194) - - -
Administration fee 267 (170) (97) - - - - -
Marketing commission 339 (339) - - - - - -
 800 (509) (97) - (194)    
Net operating income 60,076 538 396 (309) 1,878 - - 62,579

Other  comprehensive income
Unrealized gain on investments 21,310 2,611 292 23 368 - - 24,604
Appraisal surplus 5,904 159      -      -     - - - 6,063 

 27,214 2,770 292 23 368 - - 30,667
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE 

INCOME/(LOSS) FOR THE PERIOD 87,290 3,308 688 (286) 2,246 - - 93,246
        

 
5. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS    

 This account consists of the following:

         
           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Cash on hand and in banks       2,950,353,491        3,677,182,853
Cash equivalents 32,398,368,748 36,443,085,507
   35,348,722,239   40,120,268,360

 Cash in bank earn interest at the respective bank deposit rates. High yield short term placements (HYSTPs) and special savings 
deposits (SSDs) are made for varying periods of up to 90 days depending on the immediate cash requirements of the System and 
earn interest at the prevailing HYSTP and SSD rates.

6. PREMIUMS AND LOANS RECEIVABLE - NET     

 This account consists of the following:

         
           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Premium receivable
Social insurance premium    30,981,426,396    30,465,084,866 
Employee compensation insurance premium 4,305,384,554 4,307,290,751 
Optional insurance premium 2,099,966,692 1,798,976,724
General insurance premium 1,335,647,553 1,036,943,339 
Pre-need insurance premium 266,277,460 260,666,438 
 38,988,702,655 37,868,962,118 
Less:  Allowance for impairment loss 14,204,806,385 12,911,074,107 
Premium receivable - net 24,783,896,270     24,957,888,011 
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           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Loans receivable
Consolidated loan 137,248,978,459 124,753,808,876 
Policy loan 24,018,855,756 22,911,884,144 
Salary loan 18,053,790,297 20,268,295,523 
Emergency loan 13,883,297,091 8,970,903,940 
Real estate loan 11,841,408,628 12,469,093,735 
Government loan 6,299,574,224 11,229,081,763 
Deeds of conditional sale 6,138,545,429 6,583,441,683 
eCard/eCard plus cash advance loan 4,565,325,071 6,174,959,896 
Educational assistance fund program loan 2,433,323,309 -
Private loan 2,190,328,051 2,211,000,186 
Pension loan 1,470,276,260 1,827,955,372 
Summer one month salary loan 815,539,579 977,238,460 
Emergency loan assistance 800,595,765 933,756,045 
Other loans 353,895,498 438,600,004
Lease purchases 111,401,704 111,401,704 
Interim loan 91,168,588 91,168,588 
Pensioners’ restructured loan 57,040,950 17,621,943 
Stock purchase loan 10,307,098 37,256,419 
Educational assistance loan 716,090 548,508 
Fly PAL 237,924 108,813 
Notes receivable           - 439,190,000 

230,384,605,771 220,447,315,602 
Less:  Allowance for impairment loss 24,497,493,062 28,289,080,275 
Loans receivable - net 205,887,112,709 192,158,235,327 
Premium and loans receivable 230,671,008,979  217,116,123,338 
Less: Accounts for clearing     8,947,292,669    10,960,402,925 
Net premiums and loans receivable   221,723,716,310    206,155,720,413
 

 6.1 Premiums receivable

	 	 •	 Social	insurance	

   Social insurance premiums receivable represents uncollected members’ contributions which are required to be remitted 
by the different government agencies to the GSIS, as provided under Sections 5 and 6 of RA No. 8291.

	 	 •	 Optional	life	insurance

   Optional life insurance premiums receivable represents uncollected premiums on various optional life insurance contracts 
written by the GSIS pursuant to Section 10 of Commonwealth Act No. 186 and Section 26 of RA No. 8291.

	 	 •	 Pre-need	insurance	

   Pre-need insurance premiums receivable were recognized in the books whenever there were policies sold during its 
marketing years.  Marketing activities have been discontinued since 1998.  Movements in the existing balance pertain to 
collections and adjustments due to the continuous cleansing of the accounts.  

	 	 •	 Employees’	compensation	insurance

   Employees’ compensation insurance premium receivable represents uncollected monthly contributions to the ECIF (i.e. 
one per cent of the employee’s monthly basic salary or P100, whichever is lower).

	 	 •	 General	insurance	

   General insurance premiums receivable represents uncollected premiums on non-life insurance policies/contracts issued 
by the GSIS, covering various government properties, assets and interests pursuant to RA No. 656.
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 6.2 Loans receivable 

	 	 •	 Consolidated	loan

   The consolidated loan is a consolidation of five different loan products—salary loan, restructured salary loan, enhanced 
salary loan, emergency loan assistance, and summer one-month salary loan. By availing of the consolidated loan, a 
member automatically fully settles his/her obligations under any of the said loans (outstanding balances are deducted 
from the proceeds of the consolidated loan). A member can avail of a maximum loanable amount of ten times his/her basic 
monthly salary, depending on his/her accumulated record of creditable service, payable up to six years at 12 per cent 
interest based on diminishing balance.

   Additional consolidated loan granting in the amount of P88.924 billion increased the balance of consolidated loan, 
although the number of borrowers decreased by 16 per cent from 689,173 in 2011 to 578,987 in 2012.  These loans are still 
based on the third tranche of salary adjustment under the Salary Standardization Law III which was approved last June 17, 
2009.

	 	 •	 Policy	loan

   Policy loan is a loan program which a member can avail from his GSIS life insurance policy. In case of maturity of this loan, 
the GSIS is authorized to collect or deduct any remaining balance, inclusive of interest, penalties and surcharges, from 
whatever benefits that may be due the borrower.  Such authorization shall remain effective until full payment of the loan or 
any other outstanding obligation of the borrower to the GSIS.   

   Policy loans bear an interest of eight per cent compounded annually. The GSIS granted a total of P10.047 billion policy 
loans to 436,316 borrowers in 2012.

	 	 •	 Emergency	loan

   The GSIS extends support to members affected by calamities/emergencies in the form of the emergency loan program. 
Loanable amount is P20,000 at an interest rate of six per cent  per annum payable in three years.

   A calamity-hit area must be declared in a state of calamity by the Office of the President or by the Local Sanggunian before 
members working or residing in the said area could become eligible to avail of the emergency loan. 

   Several typhoons hit the country in 2012, which caused massive damages in certain areas. As a result, the GSIS granted 
emergency loans to members amounting to a total of P8.004 billion as of December 31, 2012.

	 	 •	 Educational	assistance	fund	program	loan

   This is a one-time loan in the amount of P4,000 for active members, regardless of salary, length of service, and status 
of agency and member accounts (i.e. up-to-date, in arrears or suspended).  This is payable in five years with interest 
computed at six per cent per annum. 

   The total number of borrowers has reached 612,761 with total gross loan amount of P2.451 billion since its launching last 
May 8, 2012. 

	 	 •	 Pensioner’s	restructured	loan

   In July 2011, the pensioner’s restructured loan, also known as Choice of Loan Amortization Schedule for Pensioners 
(CLASP), was offered to retiring members as an option for the settlement of their obligations. An additional P0.054 billion 
was granted this year for 586 new availees of this loan.

 6.3 Allowance for impairment

  The roll forward analysis of allowance for impairment losses on premiums and loans receivable and other receivables are as 
follows:

 

        
           2012 

               2011
                  (as restated)

Balance at the beginning of the year       47,337,970,817   50,342,452,057 
Recoveries/reversals (3,948,025,118)  (3,004,481,240) 

  43,389,945,699    47,337,970,817
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  The recognition of allowance for impairment loss for 2012 was based on the following:

	 	 	 •	 Premiums	receivables

    Social insurance, optional life insurance and employees compensation premiums receivable of inactive members were 
provided with 100 per cent allowance for impairment because probability of collection is deemed unlikely. Pre-Need 
insurance premiums receivable was provided with 100 per cent allowance for impairment for cancelled, terminated and 
lapsed policies.

  For general insurance premium receivables, the following percentages were applied in estimating impairment losses:

Age Percentage of Allowance
Within the year 0
1 year to 2 years 50
2 years to 3 years 90
Over to 3 years 100

	 	 	 •	 Loans	receivables

    All outstanding service loans of inactive members except pension and pensioners’ restructured loan were provided with 
100 per cent allowance for impairment since the probability of collection is highly improbable.

    Matured outstanding pension and pensioners’ restructured loans were provided with 100 per cent allowance for impairment 
due to improbability of collection.

    Provision of allowance for impairment for non-member loan accounts was determined based on the improbability of 
collection due to insolvency or bankruptcy of the debtor or non-collection for seven years and up.

    On real estate loan accounts, below is the status of delinquent individual loans under litigation/foreclosure proceedings as 
at December 31, 2012: 

 
Endorsed 
for Filing

Filed
Auctioned
(With Bid)

Unpaid 
Court’s

 Commission

Paid court’s
commission

(COS 
Unsecured)

COS
COS

Endorsed to
BDARO

Head office 428 428 273 70 62 119 118
Regional office 689 689 544 210 63 330 0
Tarlac City located 567 567 567 0 428 139 139
TOTAL 1,684 1,684 1,384 280 553 588 257

	 	 	 •	 Other	receivables

    The bulk of the allowance for other receivables pertains to 100% allowance for interest receivables from inactive members’ 
loan accounts.

    For accounts due from reinsurers, the following percentages were applied in estimating impairment losses:

                                  Age     Percentage of Allowance  
0 - 2 years   0
3 - 4 years  25
5 - 7 years  50
More than 7 years 100

 6.4 Accounts for Clearing

  Premiums and loans receivables are presented net of allowance for impairment loss and accounts for clearing amounting 
to P8.947 billion in 2012 and P10.960 billion in 2011, to reflect the most conservative balance of the account. The accounts 
for clearing represent collections on both premiums and loans that have not yet been posted to the individual member’s 
accounts due to timing differences.  These unposted payments are mostly due to remittances for new members whose 
accounts are yet to be created in the GSIS database and those resulting from the late updating of members’ data with the 
GSIS by their respective agencies.
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The Reconcilement Task Force (RTF) continues to focus on the cleansing of the accounts for clearing.  Aside from the program 
enhancements already implemented in the previous years, the GSIS further enhanced its programs to address the various 
posting issues.  Other projects were also started this year to expedite the reconciliation of agencies and members’ accounts.  
These projects include the Statements of Loan Accounts (SOLA) Project, the eBilling and eCollection Project, the Members 
Self-Service Facility (MSSF) and the Mainframe Balance Adjuster System (MBAS).

  To ensure that the members receive the correct amount of benefits and/or loan proceeds, members’ accounts are manually 
reconciled upon filing of retirement/life insurance claims or loan applications. 

7. FINANCIAL ASSETS

 The GSIS financial assets consist of:

 
                   

        
           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Securities held for trading (HFT)
Derivatives - deliverable and non-  deliverable         3,354,263,019             166,607,464

Stocks - Traded - HFT 150,094,595 352,978,918 
 3,504,357,614 519,586,382 
Securities available for sale (AFS)
ROP notes and  bonds - AFS 126,098,109,544 92,543,718,939
Stocks - traded - AFS 84,297,810,503 55,825,072,707 
Externally managed funds - Domestic 19,485,150,929 10,238,996,401
Corporate bonds - AFS 12,879,011,914 3,176,128,787 
Global peso notes - AFS 1,106,826,480            -
Stocks - non-traded 778,348,811 1,136,689,683 
Externally managed funds - Global 17,034,324             -
   244,662,292,505 162,920,606,517 
Securities held to maturity (HTM)
ROP notes and bonds - HTM 163,237,644,174 173,339,376,491
Investment placement in BSP   - 54,000,000
 163,237,644,174 173,393,376,491 

  411,404,294,293   336,833,569,390 

 7.1 Derivatives

  As at December 31, 2012, the outstanding notional amount of GSIS currency forwards and swaps increased by P0.710 billion 
due to actual conversion of dollars to pesos and an increase in the combined portfolio of forwards and cross currency swaps. 

  Effective June 1, 2010, the GSIS has been counterparty to derivative contracts, such as forward transactions and foreign 
exchange swaps.  In the year 2012, the GSIS focused on derivative transactions through cross currency swaps contract 
with long-term period.     The GSIS engaged in foreign exchange and other cash or derivative financial transactions on a 
deliverable or non-deliverable basis for the purpose of enhancing returns or hedging unwanted risks.

Notional Value
             2012            2011

Non-deliverable cross currency swaps      41,705,610,000     33,518,000,000 
Deliverable cross currency swaps 4,533,830,000 867,600,000 
Deliverable forward 1,149,866,500 4,220,975,000 
Non-deliverable forward 650,457,502 8,723,000,000 
   48,039,764,002   47,329,575,000 

  The net increase in the investment in derivatives is due to increase in the combined portfolio of forwards and cross currency 
swaps, settlement of derivative contracts in 2012, and the change in foreign exchange rate from US$1.00 to P43.919 in 
December 2011 to US$1.00 to P41.078 in December 2012.

    

            2012                  2011
Non-deliverable cross currency swaps         3,135,371,911     213,831,584 
Deliverable cross currency swaps 247,345,666 (13,861,637)
Deliverable forward (3,639,197) 24,081,608 
Non-deliverable forward (24,815,360) (57,444,091)
   3,354,263,020   166,607,464
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 7.2 Global peso notes

  In 2012, the GSIS diversified its investment by investing in global fixed income securities.  These securities are bonds originally 
issued by a corporation registered in the Philippines denominated in dollars but subsequently sold and traded by a foreign 
corporation. Investments made in 2012 totaled to P1.1 billion.

  2010 and 2011 Bond Swap Transactions

  On December 1, 2010, the ROP invited all holders/owners of peso-denominated ROP bonds to exchange their eligible “old” 
bonds for target “new” bonds (the “exchange”), to tender eligible bonds for cash (the “cash tender”), and to subscribe to 
25-year benchmark bonds.   The purpose of the invitation is to create a larger issue of bonds, referred to as the Benchmark 
Bonds.

  The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) granted exemption from the “tainting” provision of PAS No. 39, Financial 
Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, the exchange of Eligible Government Bonds for Benchmark Bonds categorized 
under the Held-to-Maturity (HTM) category.  The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) also provided the same exemption for 
prudential reporting to participants.   

	 	 •	 Bond	Swap	Transaction	on	Peso	Denominated	ROP	Bonds	in	2010

   On December 10, 2010, the GSIS submitted its Bond Exchange and Cash Tender Offer to achieve the following objectives:

   a. To support the monetary policies of the Philippine Government;
   b. To extend the duration of the Fund’s assets to match its future obligations; and
   c. To sustain financial viability of the Fund to ensure its prolonged actuarial life.

   Eligible bonds for cash tender

   On December 16, 2010, the GSIS tendered a total of P10.267 billion worth of Eligible Bonds for cash, which resulted in a net 
gain of P260.73 million recognized in CY 2010. The bonds exchanged were not exempted from the tainting rule.  However, 
maturities were close to the exchange date, hence, they were eligible for exchange as provided in PAS 39.

   Eligible bonds for exchange tender

   On December 16, 2010, the GSIS also exchanged its Eligible Bonds in the amount of P45.386 billion for 25-Year Benchmark 
Bonds, which resulted in a net unrealized gain of P9.370 billion.

   In compliance, however, with the conditions set forth in the December 1, 2010 ROP Invitation for Exemption from “Tainting” 
Provision, the GSIS retained the HTM category for the Benchmark Bonds and any unrealized gains or losses obtained from 
the exchange were amortized over the term of the Benchmark Bonds.  Hence, the unrealized gain was amortized over the 
life of the Benchmark Bonds, which will result in an annual gain of P375 million. 

   Had the GSIS accounted for the transaction under PFRS, the unamortized balance of the deferred gain from the exchange 
of P9.370 billion would have been credited to the CY 2010 net income and the entire HTM investment portfolio with an 
amortized cost of P172.331 billion would have been reclassified to AFS investments and carried at fair value of P185.006 
billion as at December 31, 2010.

	 	 •	 Bond	Swap	Transaction	on	Peso	Denominated	ROP	Bonds	in	2011

   In July 2011, the GSIS participated in the continuing Domestic Debt Consolidation Program of the ROP and exchanged 
Eligible Bonds for 20-year Benchmark Bonds offered by the government.

   The GSIS exchanged its Eligible Bonds amounting to P43.415 billion for Bonds classified as HTM and P6.858 billion for 
Bonds classified as AFS for 20-year Benchmark Bonds, which resulted in a net unrealized gain of P3.727 billion for HTM 
and P392 million for AFS.  

   In compliance with the conditions set forth in the December 1, 2010 ROP Invitation for Exemption from “Tainting” Provision, 
the GSIS retained the HTM category for the Benchmark Bonds and the unrealized gain from the exchange was amortized 
over the life of the Benchmark Bonds, which will result in an annual gain of P206 million. 

	 	 •	 Bond	Swap	Transaction	on	Dollar	Denominated	ROP	Bonds	in	2011

   In October 2011, the GSIS exchanged its dollar denominated ROP Bonds in the amount of P1.58 billion for Benchmark 
Bonds that will mature in 2025, 2030, 2032 and 2034.  The exchange resulted in a net unrealized gain of USD6.1 million 
or equivalent to P264 million.    
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   The unrealized gain was likewise amortized over the life of the Benchmark Bonds, which will result in an annual gain of 
USD315,449 or equivalent to P12.958 million.

                              
   Had the GSIS accounted for the 2011 peso and dollar denominated bond swap transactions under PFRS, the unamortized 

balance of the deferred gain from the exchange amounting to P3.994 billion would have been credited to the CY 2011 net 
income and the entire HTM investment portfolio with an amortized cost of P172.964 billion would have been reclassified to 
AFS investments and carried at fair value of P208.426 billion as at December 31, 2011.

   Had the HTM investment portfolio subject of the 2010 and 2011 been reclassified to AFS investments, these would be 
carried at fair value of P213.676 billion as at December 31, 2012.

 7.3 Externally managed funds – Global 

  In November 2010, P50 billion was approved as funding commitment of the GSIS to the Philippine Infrastructure Development 
Fund (PIDF). The objectives of the project are: (1) to accelerate the infrastructure development in the Philippines, (2) to 
promote public-private partnerships in financing the infrastructure projects in the country, and (3) to provide alternative fund 
sources to the partners of these infrastructure projects.

  In November 2011, US$300 million or its Philippine peso equivalent was initially appropriated from the fund committed for the 
PIDF, for the purpose of investing the fund through cooperative arrangements with multilateral organizations. The said initial 
appropriation was increased to US$450 million or its Philippine peso equivalent in April 2012. 

  In December 2012, the GSIS released to the winning bidder, Macquarie Infrastructure Management (Asia) Pty Limited, the First 
Drawdown of Philippine Alliance for Infrastructure (PINAI) fund in the amount of P0.017 billion. 

 7.4 Externally managed funds – Domestic

  The fund consists of the following:
  

Asset Under Management
Fund 
Manager

    InitiaI
Investment

  Additional
Investment

(2012)

  Total Unrealized 
Gain/(Loss)

 Net Asset Value 
(12/31/2012)

MBTC    2,000,000,000        750,000,000     2,750,000,000   2,363,465,358        5,113,465,358
BDO 2,000,000,000  2,000,000,000 1,588,740,507 3,588,740,507
PAMI 4,147,433,390 750,000,000 4,897,433,390 1,330,311,897 6,227,745,286
ATR 1,500,000,000 500,000,000 2,000,000,000 285,436,290 2,285,436,290
BPI 1,500,000,000 500,000,000 2,000,000,000 269,763,487 2,269,763,488
TOTAL    11,147,433,390   2,500,000,000   13,647,433,390    5,837,717,539    19,485,150,929

  a. Metropolitan Bank and Trust Company (MBTC) and Banco De Oro (BDO) Funds

   In 2007, the GSIS entered into an Investment Management Agreement (IMA) with MBTC and BDO with an initial investment 
of P2.0 billion each.  In 2012, the additional fund transfer of P0.750 billion to MBTC was approved.  The net asset value of 
the funds managed by MBTC and BDO as of December 31, 2012 are P5.113 billion and P3.589 billion, with an investment 
growth of P2.363 billion or 86 per cent and P1.589 billion or 79 per cent, respectively.

  b. Philam Assets Management, Inc. (PAMI)

   The GSIS entered into an IMA with PAMI in 2011.  The initial funds transferred to PAMI amounted to P4.147 billion. An 
additional P0.750 billion fund was transferred to PAMI in 2012.  As of December 31, 2012 the net asset value of the fund is 
P6.228 billion, an investment growth of P1.33 billion or 27 per cent. 

  c. Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI) and Maybank ATR KimEng Funds

   The GSIS hired additional local fund managers in 2012. A total of P4.0 billion were transferred to BPI and Maybank ATR 
KimEng (P2.0 billion each).  From inception date to December 31, 2012, the funds managed by BPI and Maybank ATR KimEng 
already posted an investment growth of P0.270 billion or 13.5 per cent and P0.285 billion or 14.3 per cent, respectively.
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8. INVESTMENT IN JOINT VENTURES 

 The GSIS entered into Joint Venture Agreement (JVA) with the following private corporations:

                   2012                2011
Empire East Land Holdings, Inc.     439,675,000      439,675,000
Queens Row - New San Jose Builders 385,910,249 385,910,249
GSIS City - Metro Homes - New San Jose Builders 175,291,965 175,291,965
Cogeo - New Solidcon  Development Builders 139,487,000 139,487,000
Collective Project Management, Inc. (Fairview Parkhomes) 24,438,207 27,084,127
   1,164,802,421    1,167,448,341

 The JVA with Empire East Land Holdings, Inc. (EELHI) is currently being implemented.  EELHI has caused the construction and 
development of a seven-storey building on the lot subject of the joint venture.  A closing agreement that will define the terms of 
the sharing of revenues on the building is presently being drafted and finalized.  

 The JVAs with Queens Row and GSIS Metrohomes – New San Jose Builders, Cogeo – New Solidcon Development Builders, and 
Collective Project Management, Inc. are now under review for the liquidation and disposition of the properties contributed to the 
joint venture and the termination of the JVAs.

9. PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT - NET

 The property and equipment account consists of the following: 

Land
Land

improvement

Building and

building

improvement

Information

technology

resources

Construction 

in progress

Furniture,

fixtures and

equipment

Total

Cost:
January 1, 2012    365,260,356   190,131,472     5,128,057,834 1,958,216,605   188,469,679 896,880,329    8,727,016,275
Add:
Additions   113,689,739 309,175,284 373,694,654 33,067,300 829,626,977 
Adjustments (60,672,000) (2,632,233) (2,240,007) (459,869,486) 25,903,939 (499,509,787)
Valuation 6,145,544,569 6,145,544,569 
Less:
Disposals 61,638,242 15,440,527 77,078,769
December 31, 2012 6,450,132,925 190,131,472 5,239,115,340 2,203,513,640 102,294,847 940,411,041 15,125,599,265
Accumulated 
depreciation:
January 1, 2012 170,084,220 2,109,988,868 1,325,460,350 463,248,476 4,068,781,914
Add:
Depreciation 

charges during

the year

354,077 193,497,182 189,096,948 71,217,360 454,165,567 

Less:
Disposals 54,933,644 13,460,545 68,394,189
Adjustments 25,593 918,770 944,363
December  31, 2012 170,438,297 2,303,460,457 1,459,623,654  520,086,521 4,453,608,929
Net Book Value – 

December 31, 2012   6,450,132,925 19,693,175 2,935,654,883 743,889,986 102,294,847 420,324,520 10,671,990,336
Net Book Value - 

December 31, 2011   365,260,356 20,047,252 3,018,068,966 632,756,255 188,469,679 433,631,853 4,658,234,361

 The significant increase in land was due to the valuation conducted by an independent appraiser.

 Property and equipment with a cost of P1.515 billion and P1.359 billion as at December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively, are fully 
depreciated but are still being used by the System.
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10. INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

 As of December 31, 2012, investment properties consists of the following:

Foreclosed  REL Cancelled DCS

Unawarded 

Lot/GSIS 

Owned

Big Accounts Others         Total

Beginning  Balance-01/01/2012 172,577,616 10,139,428,362 921,119,664 17,056,489,252 1,414,674,592 29,704,289,486
Additions 104,210 127,168,594 53,533,517 1,374,059,115 17,401,620 1,572,267,056
Deductions/Disposals (15,785,531) (163,778,012) (396,162,437) (655,050,817) (56,083,042) (1,286,859,839)
Ending  Balance-12/31/2012 156,896,295 10,102,818,944 578,490,744 17,775,497,550 1,375,993,170 29,989,696,703

 Foreclosed properties are real properties that were previously subjects of individual real estate loan (RELs) which were foreclosed 
in favor of GSIS due to non-payment. 

 Cancelled deeds of conditional sale (DCS) pertain to real properties or accounts which were titled in the name of GSIS and 
subsequently awarded to individual, but were later on cancelled due to non-payment.  

 Big accounts are real properties that were previously the subject of mortgage loan, commercial-industrial loan, or lease purchase 
agreement to corporations which were foreclosed or acquired through dacion-en-pago in favor of the GSIS due to non-payment.  

 The net increase in investment properties is mainly due to the year-end valuation of the big ticket accounts conducted by an 
independent appraiser which resulted in an increase amounting to P0.285 billion. 

11. OTHER ASSETS

 The other assets consists of the following:

         
           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Income receivable     17,269,267,325     16,403,158,635 
Due from reinsurer 2,272,390,076 2,365,630,237 
Agency receivable 995,900,384 817,995,022 
Sundry accounts receivable 536,331,652 545,577,881 
Paintings and tapestries 411,918,054 411,918,054 
Property under litigation 131,311,884 131,311,884
Others 343,044,333 466,542,116 
 21,960,163,708 21,142,133,829 
Less:  Allowance for impairment loss 4,687,646,252 6,137,816,435 
Other assets - net    17,272,517,456   15,004,317,394

 Income receivable pertains to interests on members’ and non-members’ loan receivables, interests on premiums in arrears, 
interests on investments and accrued rentals.  The net increase of P0.866 billion in net income receivable was brought about by 
the increase in loan availments by members towards the end of 2011 until 2012 and from the granting of emergency loan, choice 
of loan amortization schedule for pensioners and the one-time education loan.  Moreover, there were additional purchases of ROP 
notes and bonds in 2012 which resulted in an increase in the interests accrued for the year.

 Due from Reinsurers account represents the share of reinsurers on the General Insurance claims and losses.  It includes receivables 
amounting to P1.454 billion which were previously classified as non-admitted assets which consist of the share of 175 reinsurers, 88 
of which are no longer operational.  Considering that the amount has been outstanding for more than seven years, 100% allowance 
for impairment loss was provided. 

 Agency receivable represents receivables from various agencies with Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the GSIS. In its 
continuous effort to improve its financial viability, the GSIS carried out measures to collect past due premium contributions and 
loan repayments from delinquent agencies.  In 2006, GSIS implemented a program whereby delinquent agencies were given 
the option to enter into MOAs with the GSIS to settle their unpaid obligations.  Guidelines and procedures to operationalize this 
program were provided under PPG 191-06. To date, 127 agencies have entered into MOAs with the GSIS; 54 of these agencies have 
fully paid their obligation at the end of 2012.  Forty agencies entered into MOAs with the GSIS this year.

 Sundry accounts receivable represents administrative and other operating transactions of the GSIS, such as employee car loans, 
COA disallowances, pension and dividend overpayments, dishonored checks, notarial fees and investment maturities.
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 11.1 Property under litigation

  The properties below were previously recorded under Investment Property account but were reclassified to Other Assets – 
Property under Litigation in view of the pending claim of ownership by other government agency over the properties.

	 	 •	 Manila International Port Terminal Inc. (MIPTI) Property

   The MIPTI property located at the North Harbor, Manila Bay, was valued at P0.110 billion when it was acquired by the GSIS 
in 1976.

   The GSIS acquired the property pursuant to PD No. 802 issued on September 18, 1975. Under PD No. 802, areas of land 
reclaimed by MIPTI, whether singly or jointly with other entities, and irrespective of the sources of funding, were to be 
registered in the name of the GSIS as additional contribution of the national government to augment the actuarial solvency 
of the retirement insurance fund.  The PD further provides that the reclaimed areas shall be leased by the GSIS to MIPTI 
at rentals to be determined on the total investments and commitments to be recovered by GSIS.  Accordingly, on May 14, 
1976, the Original Certificate of Title (OCT) No. 10772 of this property was issued in the name of GSIS.

   MIPTI held the franchise to construct, operate and maintain floating bonded warehouse and cold storage facilities in Manila 
Bay under PD No. 634 issued on January 7, 1975. 

   On July 16, 1978, however, the authority, power and responsibility to plan, design, construct and develop the International Port 
Complex at North Harbor, including the surrounding areas necessary for modern post operations as well as the supervision 
of its operations and the maintenance of structures, buildings and fixed cargo handling facilities therein was transferred from 
MIPTI to the Philippine Ports Authority (PPA) under PD No. 1284. PD 1284 further provides that the PPA shall either: 

 (a)  reimburse MIPTI or the GSIS actual and reasonable expenses incurred in the pre-development undertaking of the 
project; or 

 (b)  assume such obligations contracted by MIPTI from GSIS, which shall, either case, be only in such amounts as shall 
have been actually spent by MIPTI in the pre-development undertaking of the project.  

   PPA paid GSIS the amount of P0.001 billion, which was determined by a committee composed of MIPTI, PPA and the 
Commission on Audit (COA) as the actual and reasonable expenses incurred in the pre-development undertaking of the 
project and has reflected the property in their books.

   PPA believes that PD No. 1284 totally repealed PD No. 802 and that GSIS lost all the rights to the property. Thus, PPA claims 
ownership of the property.  However, GSIS believes that PD No. 1284 did not provide for the transfer of ownership over 
the property, which remains vested in GSIS.  Due to the conflict between the PPA and the GSIS, the Office of the Executive 
Secretary has directed both parties to submit for arbitration with the Office of the Government Corporate Counsel (OGCC) 
last May 3, 2012.  The arbitration proceedings are still pending before the OGCC as of date.

   GSIS management and its legal counsels believe that the arbitration will be settled in its favor and will not result in the 
impairment of its investment property.   The title to the property was vested in GSIS as additional contribution of the 
National Government for the benefit of its members. The payment to GSIS of P0.001 billion under PD No. 1284 was not 
for the purpose of paying for the value of the property but for the refund of the reasonable expenses incurred in the 
predevelopment undertaking of the project.    When PD 802 was repealed, MIPTI was a mere lessee of the property.  The 
authority, power and responsibility to plan, design, construct and develop the International Port Complex at North Harbor, 
which was transferred from MIPTI to PPA, did not require the ownership of the land on which the developments are located, 
but rather mere access to it.  Moreover, on June 4, 2002, the President of the Philippines recognized GSIS’ ownership over 
the MIPTI property when Executive Order (EO) No. 108 was issued declaring a portion of the property as a social housing 
site.  To carry out the mandate in EO No. 108, OCT No. 10722 was subdivided into two Transfer Certificates of Title (TCT) – 
TCT No. 272971 and TCT No. 272972, which are both still in the name of GSIS.

	 	 •	 Bataan Shipyard and Engineering Company Inc. (BASECO) Property

   The BASECO property located in Mariveles, Bataan was valued at P21.311 million when it was acquired by the GSIS in a 
foreclosure sale in 1986.  

   The BASECO property was mortgaged to GSIS as collateral to a loan granted to BASECO in 1975.    For failure of BASECO 
to pay its loans, the mortgaged property was foreclosed and sold in a public auction with GSIS as the highest bidder in 
1986.   On the same year, the Certificate of Sale was issued to GSIS and was annotated on the titles of the property (TCT 
Nos. 59628 and 59629).

 
   In 1987, the properties were sold to the Province of Bataan in a tax sale due to BASECO’s failure to pay the real estate taxes 

in prior years, despite the previous sale to GSIS.

   The GSIS is currently studying the possible remedies to pursue its claim over the BASECO property.
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12. INSURANCE LIABILITIES

 This account consists of the following:

         
           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Claims payable
Social insurance

Retirement    4,570,049,784   2,956,351,856
Life insurance 1,054,668,168 559,162,486
Survivorship 186,184,599 675,334,194
Pension 96,808,257 130,518,173
Funeral 35,200,018 30,455,531
Others 3,480,513 3,707,756

General insurance 793,684,135 803,082,537
Optional life insurance 96,837,248 69,815,377
Pre-need insurance 24,258,044 29,847,943
Employee compensation insurance 11,066,620 11,044,100

6,872,237,386 5,269,319,953
Due to reinsurers 2,988,171,808 2,704,654,468
Provision for unadjusted claims 1,909,327,918 1,451,372,662
    11,769,737,112   9,425,347,083 

 Claims and benefits payable pertain to various claims due to members/policyholders as of December 31, 2012 but remain unpaid 
as of year-end. 

13. OTHER LIABILITIES

 This account consists of the following:

         
           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Sundry accounts payable        3,016,881,173    4,661,226,480
Funds held In trust 491,270,921 748,463,924
Dividends payable 482,817,275 327,015,739
Provision for pending litigation 185,356,381 895,702,003
Others 917,362,850 938,559,464
Derivative liability           - 936,273,660
   5,093,688,600   8,507,241,270 

	 •	 Sundry	accounts	payable	

  This account consists of the following:
 

        
           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Refund of member loans     880,714,878         802,050,114
Various accruals 816,636,353 791,395,868
Accrued employee benefits and expenses 654,808,523 1,209,076,094
Unreleased checks as of balance sheet date 456,390,364 447,987,245
Extra remuneration payable 68,299,770 54,364,607
Investment placements unpaid as of balance
     sheet date 65,638,660 270,011,310
Other payables 48,499,619 94,341,100
Bank service fee on e-Crediting transactions 25,893,006 55,726,482
Second installment payment received from the 
     conditional sale of MERALCO shares in 2009 - 936,273,660
   3,016,881,173   4,661,226,480
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	 •	 Funds	held	in	trust

  This account consists of the following:
 

        
           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Bid security deposits, performance bond and other 
     funds held in trust from various suppliers   295,589,403      551,437,254
Down payments, payments and bidder’s deposits on 
     sale of investment properties 95,775,654 101,779,342
Cash collateral for performance bonds, surety 
     bonds, judicial bonds   41,625,746 36,267,967
GSIS Self-Administered Hospitalization Program 41,340,981 39,784,522 
     ten percent retention fee of contractors   16,939,137   19,194,839 
   491,270,921    748,463,924 

	 •	 Dividends	payable

  Board Resolution Nos. 169 and 4 dated November 22, 2012 and January 24, 2013, respectively, approved and confirmed the 
grant and distribution of the 2011 annual cash dividends of P0.930 billion to compulsory life insurance policy holders and P0.741 
billion to optional life insurance policy holders.  

	 •	 Provision	for	pending	litigation	

  At present, there are lawsuits and claims that are either awaiting decisions by the courts or are subject to settlement agreements. 

14. DEFERRED CREDITS 

 This account consists of the following:
 

             
           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Unrealized income   1,323,558,950          19,763,528
Unearned premiums 813,135,726 1,041,056,169 
Deferred premium collection 690,406,503          -
     2,827,101,179   1,060,819,697

	 •	 Unrealized	income

  Unrealized Income refers to deposit or income collected in advance but is not yet earned as of the end of the reporting period. 

  Unrealized income also includes the grant from the National Government received in 2012 in the amount of P1.5 billion as 
counterpart funding for the new loan product known as “Educational Assistance Fund Program Loan” which was launched 
pursuant to President Aquino’s declaration on May 1, 2012. The amount received, is being amortized over the five-year 
term of the loan (P25 million per month). The amount amortized is recorded as income due to GSIS opportunity loss for 
granting the loan.

	 •	 Unearned	premiums

  Pursuant to the provisions of Section 213 of the Insurance Code and the Regulatory Accounting Principles and Practices (RAPP) 
prescribed by the Insurance Commission, the GSIS maintains a reserve for unearned premiums on policies in force.  Except for 
marine cargo risks, such reserve is equal to 40 per cent of the gross premiums, less premiums ceded, returns and cancellations 
of all policies or risks in force.  For marine cargo risks, reserve is equal to 100 percent of the premiums written during the last 
two months of the calendar year net of premiums ceded.

	 •	 Deferred	premium	collection

  GSIS and DepEd embarked on a joint project to cleanse and reconcile the DepEd premium deficiencies. On October 
4, 2010, the GSIS and DepEd executed a Memorandum of Understanding that led to the determination of premium 
deficiencies on government share amounting to P6.9 billion. Fifty percent of the amount was paid on October 2012 and 
the remaining balance is to be paid upon the complete validation of the entire premium deficiencies on government share 
as agreed upon by both parties. 
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  Deferred premium collections represent the aggregate amount of undistributed collection on government share of DepEd 
personnel covering the period July 1, 1997 to December 31, 2010 which were deferred for posting to individual accounts pending 
receipt of payment of the remaining balance of 50 per cent government share under the agreement

. 
15. PROPERTY REPLACEMENT FUND

 The Property Replacement Fund (PRF) was created under Joint Circular No. 1-90 dated October 11, 1990 and funded by the General 
Appropriations Act for CY 1989. The GSIS administers the PRF pursuant to GSIS-DBM MOA and Joint Circular No. 1-90.

 The PRF was intended for the restoration of losses of government property and payment of premiums for the insurance of certain 
high risk government property against extraordinary losses. However, the DBM, in its letter dated July 13, 1998 directed the GSIS 
to immediately suspend PRF operations to preserve the viability of the said fund and to hedge against ensuing adverse impact of 
the depletion of the PRF. 

 The PRF’s balance of P0.027 billion in 2012 represents the amount appropriated and remitted by the National Government for the 
restoration of damaged government properties.

16. RESERVES 

 Actuarial Reserves

 Actuarial reserves are the estimated amount of the future obligations of the System under RA 8291.  

 Social insurance fund

 The actuarial reserves for the SIF and other administered funds of the GSIS, which include the OLIF, Pre-need Fund and ECIF, 
are computed by the GSIS Actuarial and Risk Management Group based on certain assumptions which are in accordance with 
generally accepted principles of actuarial valuation, wherein reserves are expressed as the excess of the present value of future 
benefits (PVFB) over the present value of future contributions/net premiums (PVFC), given the applicable valuation interest rate 
based on historical data, and taking into consideration the following: 

	 •	 Benefit	claims	are	projected	based	on	 industry-standard	mortality	 tables	 (Commissioners	Standard	Ordinary	Mortality	Table	
and Group Annuity Mortality Table), as well as on the GSIS Service Table.  In addition, demographic factors such as mortality, 
morbidity and withdrawal (retirement and separation) are also considered;

	 •	 Contributions	are	projected	based	primarily	on	a	salary	increase	assumption.	

 The actuarial reserves of the SIF consist of the following:

          2012
Old age benefits    471,285,384,612
Survivorship benefits 76,874,283,931
Policies in force 66,206,077,909
Disability benefits 15,191,688,060
Burial benefits 3,448,750,746
Contingencies 1,324,121,558
   634,330,306,816

 The following are the assumptions used in the computation of SIF actuarial reserves:

  a. Valuation interest rate = 9.15 per cent
  b. Annual salary increase = 5 per cent and considered the 10.11 per cent increase from Salary Standardization Law IV
  c. Interest rate LEP = 4 per cent
  d. GSIS service table
  e. Group annuity mortality (GAM) table
  f. Commissioners standard ordinary (CSO) table
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Optional life insurance fund

 The actuarial reserves of the OLIF consist of the following:

                2012

Policies in force
Optional additional and UOLI     2,906,951,353 
College education assurance plan 346,595,805 
Hospitalization insurance plan 855,425 

 3,254,402,583 
Redemption insurance

Consolidated loan redemption insurance 3,229,742,120 
Mortgage redemption insurance 271,623,708 
eCard cash plus advance  redemption insurance 99,208,218 
Sales redemption insurance 53,780,996 
Emergency loan redemption insurance 27,256,592 

 3,681,611,634 
Contingencies 346,800,711 
    7,282,814,928 

 The following are the assumptions used in the computation of UOLI actuarial reserves:

 a. Valuation interest rate = 3.5 per cent for life insurance
 b. Commissioners standard ordinary table (CSO)

 For the rest of the products, the valuation interest rate used is six per cent.

 Employees’ compensation insurance

 The actuarial reserves of the ECIF consist of the following:

                2012
Future claims         983,932,112
Contingencies 48,810,622
Occupational safety fund 35,650,393
ECC operating fund 26,059,200
Claims pending settlement 1,152,962
Rehabilitation services 342,000
    1,095,947,289

 The following are the assumptions used in the computation of ECIF actuarial reserve:

 a. Valuation interest rate = 2.5 per cent
 b. GAM table
 c. GSIS service table

 Pre-need insurance

 The actuarial reserves for the PNF consist of the following:
               

              2012
Edu-Child       4,214,943,150
Memorial 271,895,807
Health 8,538,361
     4,495,377,318

 The following are the assumptions used in the computation of the PNF actuarial reserves:

  a. Valuation interest rate = 7 per cent
  b. Active, fully paid but not yet availing (FBNYA) and availing plans
  c. Commissioners Standard Ordinary (CSO) table
  d. Philippine Inter-Company (PIC) withdrawal rates table
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 General insurance fund

 The actuarial reserves for the GIF, which is computed by the Insurance Group, consist of the following:

           2012
Contingencies           3,119,929,210
Losses 1,526,505,960
        4,646,435,170

 The reserve for contingencies is the amount set aside to protect against potential future losses, such as the possibility of 
catastrophe losses. It is computed as follows:

 Reserve for contingencies = Retained Risks (RR) x Ratio of Claims/RR with a safety factor of 5

	 	 •	 For	2012,	only	ten	per	cent	of	the	total	sum	insured	was	retained	for	most	of	the	reinsured	accounts
	 	 •	 Ratio	of	Claims	over	Retained	Risk	–	the	ratio	of	2012	net	losses	incurred	over	2012	retained	risk	was	used
	 	 •	 A	safety	factor	of	5.0	was	used	for	2012	to	account	for	the	contingent	losses	resulting	from	climate	change

 The reserve for losses is the amount set aside for the payment of possible future liabilities as a result of litigation or similar claims. 
It is computed as follows:

 Reserve for losses = 5-year average net losses incurred + losses incurred but not reported (IBNR) + 25 per cent margin + 
claims and losses pending settlement

	 	 •	 The	5-year	average	of	net	losses	incurred	is	used	to	provide	a	better	estimate	of	possible	losses
	 	 •	 Incurred	but	not	reported	is	included	in	the	valuation	following	the	industry	practice
	 	 •	 25	per	cent	margin	is	based	on	the	rate	of	increase	in	Net	Losses	Incurred	for	2012	vs.	2011

 GIF reserves decreased in 2012 due to the exclusion of the premium receivable and the increase in the share of reinsurance 
resulting in a reduced retained risk. 

 Reserves for legal contingencies

 In addition to the foregoing actuarial reserves, the System also provides reserves for contingencies arising from possible losses on 
lawsuits as determined by the GSIS Legal Services Group.

    

             2012
Social insurance fund               73,396,557
General insurance fund 38,508,436
             111,904,993

 Financial Reserves

 Financial reserves, on the other hand, refer to the amounts set aside and appropriated from the surplus of a fund to ensure 
the payment of future obligations as estimated by the actuarial reserves.  Any increase in the actuarial reserves and reserve 
requirements for legal contingencies are recorded as financial reserves up to the extent of the accumulated earnings net of 
budgeted expenses (excluding claims) for the following year.

 Social insurance fund

 The financial reserves of the SIF consist of the following:

 

        
           2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Old age benefits    433,333,473,513      379,371,508,105 
Survivorship benefits      70,218,016,521      60,290,582,113 
Policies in force     66,206,077,909    73,879,619,232 
Disability benefits      13,927,454,066      10,941,032,811 
Burial benefits        3,242,432,594        2,596,533,753 
Contingencies        1,260,884,277        1,358,306,922 
    588,188,338,880   528,437,582,936 
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 Optional life insurance fund

 The financial reserves of the OLIF consist of the following:

  

        
           2012 

        2011
          (as restated)

Policies in force
Optional additional and UOLI       2,906,951,353      3,306,621,048 
College education assurance plan 346,595,805 313,266,248 
Hospitalization insurance plan 855,425 855,425 

 3,254,402,583 3,620,742,721 
Redemption insurance

Consolidated loan redemption insurance 3,229,742,120 3,035,234,207 
Mortgage redemption insurance 271,623,708 271,623,708 
eCard cash plus advance  redemption insurance 99,208,218 40,706,072 
Sales redemption insurance 53,780,996 51,944,149 
Emergency loan redemption insurance 27,256,592 13,451,176 

 3,681,611,634 3,412,959,312 
Contingencies 346,800,711 351,685,102 
      7,282,814,928      7,385,387,135 

 Employees’ compensation insurance fund

 The financial reserves of the ECIF consist of the following:

         
              2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Future claims          983,932,112       526,985,254
Contingencies 48,810,622 49,009,410
Occupational safety fund 35,650,393 31,156,155
ECC operating fund 26,059,200 24,779,096
Claims pending settlement 1,152,962 1,128,617
Rehabilitation services 342,000 342,000
     1,095,947,289       633,400,532

 Pre need insurance

 The financial reserves of the PNF consist of the following:

        
               2012 

          2011
            (as restated)

Edu-Child       2,291,713,027       2,411,315,003 
Memorial 85,360,425 146,638,741 
Health 8,538,361 35,730,944 
     2,385,611,813   2,593,684,688

 General insurance fund

 The financial reserves of the GIF consist of the following:

 
   

        
               2012 

         2011
            (as restated)

Contingencies       3,119,929,210    2,505,488,040 
Losses 1,565,014,395 1,594,269,202 
   4,684,943,605    4,099,757,242
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17. SURPLUS
 
 The account consists of the following:
   

        
          2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Beginning balance, January 1      31,725,038,469 27,673,620,755 
Add (deduct):
         Net operating revenue 62,579,649,116 60,526,015,585 
         Increase in reserves (60,487,843,982) (56,474,597,871)
Ending balance, December 31 33,816,843,603 31,725,038,469 
Other Surplus
         Donation surplus 11,677,289 11,677,289 
         Appraisal surplus 6,472,579,558 409,706,262 
Unrealized gain  - Investments 63,179,560,656 38,575,406,010 
Surplus reserves 735,085,822 749,469,110 
 70,398,903,325 39,746,258,671 

  104,215,746,928     71,471,297,140

 The surplus account of GSIS includes net unrealized gains amounting to P63.18 billion as of December 31, 2012, primarily from 
the increase in value of Externally Managed Funds, mark to market valuation of GSIS AFS investments and the unamortized gain 
on bond swap transactions entered into by GSIS in 2010 and 2011.  Had the GSIS liquidated its investments managed by External 
Fund Managers and disposed all of its AFS investments in 2012, the significant portion of its unrealized gain amounting to about 
P51 billion would have been realized as additional income in 2012.

18. REVENUE FROM INSURANCE

 This account consists of the following:
 

        
          2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Contributions and Premiums
         Social insurance contributions     73,269,536,466     63,274,746,159 
         General insurance premium 3,921,250,262 3,812,222,247 
         Employee compensation insurance premium 1,957,643,881 1,969,636,204 
         Optional insurance premium 974,027,274 870,684,938 
         Pre need insurance premium (15,773,130) 4,019,004 
Commission on reinsurance 313,335,357 207,158,859 
Interest on premium  arrearages 12,616,753 35,860,237 
Gain on foreign exchange (61,239,609) 44,511,051 
     80,371,397,254   70,218,838,699 

 The increase in premium income is mainly due to the substantial amount of accruals for 2012 brought about by the increase in the 
number of GSIS active members from 1,387,851 in 2011 to 1,650,099 in 2012, which is an aftermath of the National Government’s 
on-going rationalization program.

19. REVENUE FROM LOANS AND RECEIVABLES

 This account consists of the following:

        
          2012 

         2011
           (as restated)

Interest on consolidated loan        13,966,050,901     12,306,480,533 
Interest on policy loans 1,454,171,521 1,442,158,401 
Service income 1,066,717,972 1,229,551,430 
Interest on emergency loans 712,405,307 568,037,983 
Interest on government guaranteed loans 399,404,132 378,082,576 
Interest on eCard plus cash advance 386,179,229 561,443,469 
Interest on real estate loans 305,631,052 338,231,938 
Interest on pension loan       301,502,526          264,770,751 
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           2012 

             2011
               (as restated)

Interest on deeds of conditional sale 268,052,529 356,520,590 
Interest on private loans 169,181,362 10,888,732 
Interest on salary loans 158,141,972 11,163,657 
Surcharge on loans in arrears 156,789,593 91,784,061 
Interest on educational assistance fund-Program loan 54,786,916 -
Interest income from other loans 33,785,955 34,771,586
Interest on emergency loan assistance 17,525,339 59,046,680 
Interest on SOS loan 12,525,365 747,719 
Interest on pensioners’ restructured loan 3,291,265 334,446 
Interest on eCard cash advance 1,143,075 306,653 
Interest on educational assistance loan 107,254 26,546 
Interest on interim loans - 5,853,281 
Interest on stock purchase loans (569,016) 26,938,349 
     19,466,824,249     17,687,139,381 

 The bulk of the increase in revenue from loans is a result of the increase in the consolidated loans granted in 2012. The balance of 
the said loan as of December 2011 amounted only to P124.754 billion, while as it has increased to P137.254 billion as of December 
2012. This is in addition to the significant increase in salary loans and summer one month salary loan due to dunning charges.

20. REVENUE FROM FINANCIAL ASSETS

 This account consists of the following:
 

            
           2012

             2011 
              (as restated)

Securities held for trading (HFT)
Gain on investment - derivatives          4,413,524,971      2,362,651,473 
Unrealized gain - HFT 54,723,790 4,431,274 
Dividend on stocks 9,787,247 30,024,165 
Gain on sale of stocks 6,441,032 35,315,188 

 4,484,477,040   2,432,422,100 
Securities Available for Sale (AFS)

Gain on sale of stocks 9,514,693,148 3,035,426,765 
Interest on ROP notes and bonds - AFS 6,823,677,101 4,028,040,151
Dividend on stocks 1,650,882,673 972,090,669 
Interest on corporate bonds - AFS 432,938,518 75,003,421 
Gain/(loss) on sale of bonds 96,706,588 (112,020,700)
Interest on global peso notes - AFS 49,827,774 -
Income/(loss) on investment in externally managed funds (86,242) 5,661,863,660 

Fixed term interest from sale of shares of stocks - 701,934,775 
Loss on foreign exchange (140,566,784) (325,914,609)

 18,428,072,776 14,036,424,132 
Securities held to maturity (HTM)

Interest on ROP notes and bonds - HTM  13,116,366,100 12,967,945,020 
Interest on ROP bills - 33,395,671 
Gain on sale of bonds 657,287,718 462,259,222 
Gain/(loss) on foreign exchange (2,851,825,747) 24,103,996 

 10,921,828,071 13,487,703,909 
Other investment revenue 1,146,559,157 1,780,003,026
 Loss on foreign exchange (131,283,438) (998,876)

     34,849,653,606   31,735,554,291 
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•	 Securities held for trading (HFT)

 In 2012, there was an increase in gain from derivatives transactions due to the following:

Gain on derivatives investments          2012             2011
Non-deliverable cross currency swaps              2,921,540,326         207,344,253
Realized gain from matured/settled derivatives        1,225,869,416       2,188,669,703 
Deliverable cross currency swaps        261,207,302 -
Non-deliverable forward         32,628,732       (57,444,091)
Deliverable forward        (27,720,805)       24,081,608 
       4,413,524,971     2,362,651,473

•	 Securities AFS

 The increase in revenue for AFS securities was mainly due to the increase in interest income earned from fixed income securities 
and dividend income received from equity securities.   In 2012, GSIS made additional placements to the following securities that 
resulted in an increase in interest and dividend income: a) ROP notes and bonds portfolio grew by P33.32 billion; b) Corporate 
bonds portfolio by P9.703 billion; c) Global peso notes portfolio by P1.107 billion; and d) Equity portfolio by P28.114 billion.  

 There was a significant increase in gain on sale of stocks due to the final disposition of the Meralco Shares in July 2012. In 
December 2009, the GSIS entered into a Deed of Conditional Sale for its 31,209,122 Meralco common shares at P300.00 per 
share with Philplans First, Inc.  The sale is payable in four installments beginning in January 2010 until July 2013.  However in 
2012, the sale was fully paid and the gain recognized in 2012 represents the difference between the cost of the investment 
amounting to P3.106 billion and the total selling price amounting to P9.362 billion.

 For externally managed funds, income or loss is realized after the termination of the Investment Management Agreement (IMA) 
with the fund managers. In 2011, the GSIS realized an income on investment in externally managed funds amounting to P5.70 
billion because of the termination of the IMA with the Global Fund Managers.  In 2012, no income or loss was realized because 
the IMA with the local fund managers is still ongoing.    Any increase or decrease in the net asset value of funds managed by 
external fund managers is recorded in other comprehensive income.

 The amount of P86,242 reported as loss in 2012 represents repayment made to one of the Global Fund Managers due to over 
remittance upon settlement of the account in 2011. 

•	 Securities HTM

 The significant decrease in revenue was mainly due to the revaluation of ROP notes and bonds held to maturity.  The foreign 
exchange rates in December 2011 and December 2012 were P43.919 and P41.078, respectively. 

21. REVENUE FROM INVESTMENT PROPERTIES 

 Revenue from investment properties consists of the following:

 

          2012
            2011

               (as restated)
Gain on valuation of investment properties            615,601,510        1,503,109,124 
Rental from investment properties 161,179,702 165,838,945 
Gain on disposition of acquired assets 1,525,962 4,927,640
           778,307,174    1,673,875,709 

22. OTHER REVENUES

 This account consists of the following:

 
              2012

              2011 
               (as restated)

Reversal of provision for losses on litigation        710,345,623         19,800,349
Prior year adjustments 548,949,822              -
Agency under remittance 346,671,858 8,302,319
GS share for educational assistance fund Program 200,000,000             -
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              2012

              2011 
               (as restated)

Revenue from rental         119,974,347           117,886,151 
Interest on receivables on agencies with MOA 43,720,700 31,298,546 
Recovery from impairment loss 37,741,635 1,885,627,007
Refund of gratuity and discount from lumpsum  benefits 12,817,886 510,652 
Interest on bank deposits 9,353,851 11,754,818 
Loss recoveries 2,142,818 179,123 
Service income 1,510,149 2,422,222 
Recoveries from adverse parties/obligors 300,000 199,266 
Interest on permanent partial disability osteoporosis 199,223 93,395 
Others 25,983,247 29,127,419
Loss on disposition of assets (7,864,898) (1,653,112)
    2,051,846,261   2,105,548,155 

23. CLAIMS AND BENEFITS 

 This account consists of the following:

 
              2012

              2011 
               (as restated)

Social insurance 62,966,520,654   51,693,276,639 
Optional life insurance 838,899,740 774,878,097 
Dividend expense-SIF & OLIF 681,245,496 905,140,000 
General insurance 650,473,236 500,960,032 

Pre-need insurance 368,740,381 324,352,401 
Employee compensation insurance 38,245,572 67,811,950 
   65,544,125,079   54,266,419,119 

 Claims and benefits on life insurance contracts are recognized as expense when paid. Unpaid filed claims are accrued at year-end.  
For non-life insurance claims, the expense is recognized at the time the accident or loss is reported.

 The increase in social insurance claims and benefits is primarily due to the increase in retirement, monthly old age pension and life 
insurance claims.  The number of retirement claims processed increased from 32,765 in 2011 to 34,705 in 2012; monthly old age 
pension increased from 215,248 in 2011 to 230,285 in 2012; while life insurance from 55,206 in 2011 to 56,592 in 2012. Retirement 
and life claims include claims filed but not yet paid totaling 9,682 and 10,780, respectively.

24. INVESTMENT EXPENSES

 This account consists of the following:
 

                 2012
                  2011 

                 (as restated)
Expenses on e-card           76,380,519        93,792,499 
Investments fees and others 21,903,875 17,343,628 
Expenses on investment properties 28,676,303 22,601,425 
Interest expense 17,714,194 32,228,884
Foreclosure expenses 7,705,679 3,761,672 
Expenses on loans 550,937                        -
        152,931,507        169,728,108 
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25. INSURANCE EXPENSES

 This account consists of the following:
  

 
              2012

              2011 
               (as restated)

Reinsurance expense    2,223,764,462     2,390,939,619 
Other insurance expense 145,312,270 294,586 
Extra remuneration 57,252,880 59,832,439 
Service fee 2,447,065 12,167,780 
Commission expense 2,007,845 1,953,606 
   2,430,784,522   2,465,188,030 

 Reinsurance expense is the amount of premium ceded to another insurance company for the purpose of distributing the risks or 
reducing the amount of possible loss.   The premise of reinsurance was based on the provision under Sec. 215 of the Insurance 
Code of the Philippines which states that “No insurance company other than life, whether foreign or domestic, shall retain any risk 
on any one subject for insurance in an amount exceeding twenty per centum of its net worth.”

 Treaty reinsurance amounting to P0.297 billion and facultative reinsurance of P1.926 billion comprise the P2.223 billion reinsurance 
expenses in 2012.

26. PERSONAL SERVICES 

 This account consists of the following:
 

 
              2012

              2011 
               (as restated)

Salaries and wages       1,277,216,973      1,401,902,710
Statutory expenses 717,789,280 934,810,079
Allowances 451,248,091 491,687,400
Bonus/awards 359,055,609 376,765,756
Fringe benefits 273,229,764 284,445,764
Overtime expenses 56,142,409 45,198,652
Contractual services 52,348,014 53,987,590
GSIS early retirement program               - 332,405,036
      3,187,030,140   3,921,202,987

 Total compensation and benefits of key management personnel of the System are as follows:

 
              2012

              2011 
               (as restated)

Salaries and wages         69,259,325           50,880,610
Other benefits 38,747,420 29,862,352
Retirement costs 5,745,321 67,977,805

        113,752,066       148,720,767

27. OPERATING EXPENSES

 This account consists of the following:

 
              2012

              2011 
               (as restated)

Impairment loss on loans, premiums and other receivable     2,050,307,753         196,551,786
Depreciation expense 457,188,184 449,689,823
Assets and facilities maintenance expense 198,075,591 183,711,993
Electric and water consumption 172,760,587 160,314,247
Insurance expense 146,689,107 148,836,874
Supplies and materials expenses         80,626,438         73,629,943
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              2012

              2011 
               (as restated)

Communication services            78,994,349             75,496,773
Miscellaneous expenses 63,078,997 143,110,060
Contributions 62,202,178 84,280,935
Rental expenses 48,468,621 45,106,295
Auditing expenses 47,335,375 45,052,802
Separation pay 45,655,846 281,457,296
Taxes 32,725,269 22,600,523
Public relations and advertisement 22,792,168 23,141,954
Retainers and consultants 21,273,678 32,246,670
Seminars and workshops 20,616,412 28,848,993
Traveling expenses 20,414,500 24,463,763
Athletic and cultural expenses 18,960,063 13,914,353
Fuel and gasoline consumption 16,003,695 18,615,920
MOA related expenses 9,395,380 14,162,000
Representation expenses 6,028,245 6,438,736
Education, training and scholarship 4,249,463 1,717,793
      3,623,841,899      2,073,389,532

 
 Separation pay includes estimated payable for GSIS employees who may opt to retire under the provisions of RA No. 1616. 

Employees hired prior to May 31, 1977 are qualified to retire under this Act.

 Contributions mainly consist of GSIS’ contribution to the Employees’ Compensation Commission (ECC) and the Occupational 
Safety and Hazard Commission (OSHC), being drawn from the ECIF, as its share in administrative expenses. 

 Impairment losses  amounting to P1.677 billion were taken up for members’ accounts from the allowance computed as of 2011 
representing receivables from inactive members, the recovery of which have become improbable.  The breakdown of this increase 
is as follows: 

(In billion)
Premium receivable 0.900
Loans receivable 0.539
Loans interest receivable 0.215
Other receivables 0.023

1.677
 
 Impairment losses on non-traded stocks amounting to P0.023 billion was also recorded due to improbability of recovery resulting 

from dissolution or revocation of SEC registration of the corporation.

 Impairment losses on government loans amounting to P0.014 billion was charged due to improbability of collections of various 
accounts uncollected for more than seven years.  

 Impairment losses also include balances of rental receivables from the Senate of the Philippines on account of taxes withheld from 
rental payments to the GSIS for the period 1996 to 2003, which have been remitt˙ed to the BIR.

 Impairment losses on GI Premiums Receivables and Due from Reinsurers in the aggregate amount of P0.326 billion was provided 
for potential uncollectible receivables. The allowance is computed based on the Allowance for Impairment Loss rates applied to 
the outstanding aged receivables.

28. OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 

	 •	 Unrealized	Gain	on	Investments

  The unrealized gain on investments consists of the following:

              2012               2011
Stocks traded – AFS    12,398,453,946         1,211,206,572
Externally managed funds 3,746,154,527 (4,520,425,592)
Fixed Income
      ROP peso bonds-AFS 7,650,191,378 12,215,076,908 
      Corporate peso bonds-AFS 976,950,698 135,524,390 
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              2012               2011
      FCY Corp bonds-AFS          377,621,488              2,245,631 
      FCY ROP notes & bonds 30,084,095 71,685,457 
      Global peso notes- AFS (791,267) 39,606,632 
      FCY Bonds-HTM-bond swap  (13,298,032) 261,140,924 
      ROP peso bonds-HTM-bond swap (561,212,186) 3,269,645,595 
   24,604,154,647   12,685,706,517

 The recorded net unrealized gain on GSIS investments in 2012 in the total amount of P24.6 billion is mainly due to mark to market 
valuation and amortization of bond swap transactions.

	 •	 Appraisal	Surplus

  Appraisal surplus was a result of the valuation of land conducted by an independent appraiser. 

29. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

 GSIS Family Bank (GFB) is 99.55 per cent owned by the GSIS.  The Bank’s Board of Directors, in its Board Resolution No. 09-008 
dated 09 February 2008, authorized the Bank to borrow any fund or money from the government, its political subdivisions and 
instrumentalities and government-owned or controlled corporations. 

 As part of the investment activities of the GSIS, GFB acts as its conduit for the reverse repurchase facility of the Bangko Sentral ng 
Pilipinas.  As at 31 December 2012, total short-term placements of the GSIS in GFB amounted to P550 million which were in-turn 
invested by the Bank in available for sale securities and special savings deposit accounts.  

 In 2012, the GSIS under Board Resolution No. 192 dated December 26, 2012, also infused additional capital to GFB amounting to 
P125 million through subscription to perpetual non-cumulative preferred shares of GFB.

30. ADMINISTRATIVE LOADING   

 Pursuant to Section 35 of RA No. 8291, a maximum expense loading of twelve percent (12%) of the yearly revenues from all sources 
may be disbursed for administrative and operational expenses except as may be otherwise approved by the President of the 
Philippines on the basis of actuarial and management studies.

 For 2012, the administrative loading of the SIF (parent only), is 3.50 per cent of total revenues net of investment expenses, which 
is below the allowable limit of 12 per cent.

  a.     Administrative and operating expenses  5,855,352,567 
  b.     Impairment loss  1,323,033,446 
  c.     Gross revenue 128,852,291,490 
  d.     Investment expenses  135,111,762 
  e.     GSIS fees  800,919,646 
  Administrative loading ratio (A-B) ÷ (C-D+E) 3.50%

 Impairment losses amounting to P1.32 billion was excluded from Administrative and Operating Expenses in the computation of 
administrative loading ratio due to its extraordinary nature. Moreover, there were no cash disbursements for this expense. 

31. GSIS FEES AND COMMISSIONS

 The SIF, being the administrator of the GIF, OLIF and ECIF, charges the administered funds with administration fees, marketing 
commissions, and management fees, as follows:

	 •	 10	per	cent	administration	fee	based	on	the	Optional	and	General	Insurance	net	premiums	retained;
	 •	 20	per	cent	marketing	commission	based	on	General	Insurance	Fund	net	premiums	retained;	and
	 •	 10	per	cent	management	fee	on	Employees	Compensation	Insurance	Fund	premium	collections

 The revenue accounts pertaining to these fees in the SIF financial statements and the expense accounts under the individual 
financial statements of the Administered Funds are eliminated upon consolidation of the financial statements of all Funds.
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32. PRIOR PERIOD ADJUSTMENTS 

 PAS 8, on prior period adjustments requires an entity to restate the comparative information to correct the error prospectively from 
the earliest date practicable. Disclosures relating to prior period adjustments include the nature of the prior period error and the 
amount and extent of the correction.

 The following is the summary of the financial impact of the restatement on the 2012 financial statements, P1.839 billion of which 
pertains to CY 2011 while P0.266 billion pertains to CY 2010 and prior years.

Prior Period Adjustment Revenues Expenses Assets    Liabilities

2012 Net Worth
(Beginning 
Surplus and 
Reserves)

Correction of prior year adjustment regarding 
recording of Dividend expenses

  905,140,000                            905,140,000 

Adjustment due to cleansing of various 
member related accounts:

  (2,402,406,384)   (2,402,406,384)

Premium receivable of  Agency under 
MOA Service Gap Error and MSP 
updating MOA entered by DepEd 
equivalent to 50per cent of government 
share  

Reclassification of Pre-Need Credit Open  
Items Premium Receivable for Edu  
Child to SAP Refund           

  

230,650,463 230,650,463 

Adjustment on Unrealized Gain on bond 
swap (recomputed based on life of 
New Bonds) to conform with PFRS 9 on 
consistency on accounting treatment 

(954,084,059) 954,084,059

Reclassification of contingent liability as 
of December 31, 2012 per LSG memo 
dated 4/8/2013   

19,800,349 (19,800,349)

To take up COA Disallowance per S.C. Notice 
of final Judgement re: Board Res #360 
dated Nov. 21, 2000  as amended by 
No.6 dated Jan 16, 2001 approving the 
Employees Loyalty Incentive Plan (ELIP)

66,628,899 66,628,899

   (934,283,710)  905,140,000 (2,105,127,022) 210,850,114  (476,553,426)

33. COMMITMENTS

	 •	 Operating Lease Commitments – System as Lessee

  The System has no operating lease commitment. Lease agreements are renewed on year to year basis.

	 •	 Operating Lease Commitments – System as Lessor 

  The System has entered into several commercial property leases on its properties. These leases have terms of one to twenty-
five years.  The lessees of these properties consist of private and government entities. The investment property account has 
nine properties under lease with 29 existing contracts while the property and equipment account has two properties under 
lease with four existing contracts.
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 Minimum rental receivables for property and equipment under operating leases as at December 31, 2012 are as follows:    

                     2012                       2011
Within one year     117,162,471     117,780,874
After one year but not more than five years 55,539,369 168,776,030
More than five years     5,518,296        9,444,106

 Meanwhile, minimum and maximum rentals for investment properties under operating leases as at December 31, 2012 are as 
follows:

  

Minimum          Maximum
Less than 1 year to 1 year 20,400 4,800,000
More than 1 year to 5 years 108,000 21,699,089
More than 5 years 758,880 102,798,627

34. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

 The nature of GSIS operations inevitably involves financial risks that must be measured, monitored and managed by an effective 
risk management system. Effective risk management ensures that financial risks taken are properly identified, assessed, measured 
and managed.  The diligent monitoring and management of financial risks require the development of a risk-conscious culture that 
will influence daily business activities and decision-making.

 The System develops risk management policies and procedures that address specific financial risks and monitors strict compliance 
thereto through its internal audit function.

 The System has significant exposure to the following financial risks from its use of financial instruments:

	 •	 Credit	risk
	 •	 Liquidity	risk
	 •	 Interest	rate	risk
	 •	 Foreign	currency	risk
	 •	 Equity	(Stock	prices)	risk

 Credit Risk

 Credit risk is the risk of financial loss arising from the counterparties’ inability or unwillingness to settle their financial obligations to 
the GSIS as expected or originally contracted.

 The GSIS, in managing its credit risks or exposures on loans, utilizes structured and standardized evaluation guidelines, credit 
ratings and approval processes. To determine if counterparties are credit-worthy, the management performs due diligence process 
including, but not limited to, credit analysis or evaluation of the financial performance of the issuer/borrower to determine its 
financial capability to pay obligations.  

 In order to ensure prompt collection of outstanding loans, the GSIS’ basic strategy is to improve collection through (a) policy 
changes, followed by strict enforcement, (b) procedural enhancement and (c) utilization of information technology solutions that 
would enable the System to track, monitor and promptly collect from borrowers.

 The GSIS constantly monitor the terms and conditions of member loan programs to ensure that the programs remain financially 
viable for the GSIS, responsive to changing market conditions, and at the same time, suited to members’ requirements. 

 The table below shows the System’s maximum credit risk exposure which is equivalent to the total carrying amount of the System’s 
financial assets:

    

           2012       2011
Financial assets at FVPL          3,354,263,019             166,607,464
Loans and receivables
        Cash* 35,056,357,638 39,785,480,286
        Premiums and loans receivable - net 221,723,716,310 206,155,720,413 
HTM financial assets 163,237,644,174 173,393,376,491 
AFS financial assets 140,083,947,938 95,719,847,725
Total credit risk exposure   563,455,929,078   515,221,032,379 
* excludes cash on hand.
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The table below shows the aging analysis of the System’s financial assets. Under PFRS 7, a financial asset is past due when a 
counterparty has failed to make a payment when contractually due.

2012 2011
 Neither Past 

Due nor 

Impaired

Past Due but 

not Impaired

Total Neither Past 

Due nor 

Impaired

Past Due but 

not Impaired

Total

Financial assets at FVPL       3,354,263,019               -        3,354,263,019          166,607,464          166,607,464
Loans and receivables:
        Cash*  35,056,357,638 35,056,357,638 39,785,480,286 39,785,480,286
        Premiums and loans 

              receivable - net

176,722,516,836 45,001,199,174 221,723,716,310 160,621,198,769   45,534,521,644 206,155,720,413

HTM financial assets 163,237,644,174 163,237,644,174 173,393,376,491 173,393,376,491
AFS financial assets 140,083,947,938 140,083,947,938 95,719,847,725 95,719,847,725
 518,454,729,605 45,001,199,474 563,455,920,079 469,686,510,735 45,534,521,644 515,221,032,379
*Excludes cash on hand

 The data above pertains to the credit risk posed by members. These are collateralized and/or covered with Loan Redemption 
Insurances (LRI) and subjected to minimum net take-home pay requirement to mitigate risks. 

 Aside from credit risk arising from loans to members, the GSIS is also exposed to credit risks from its holdings of fixed income 
securities.   The GSIS Investment Policy Guidelines sets risk limits to mitigate against the exposures.  Non-Philippine government 
issued securities are subject to minimum credit rating requirements, maximum allowable investment amount per security type in 
terms of maximum percentage of total investable funds, and maximum investment amount per debt issuer/borrower.

 Lastly, the GSIS adheres to a Counterparty and Issuer Risk Guidelines (CIRG) which provides a framework for managing the credit 
risk exposures of GSIS to counterparties in transactions affecting the investment of funds and to issuers of securities taken into the 
investment portfolio. The CIRG establishes credit exposure limits to a pre-approved list of transaction counterparties (banks), and 
provides guidelines for the calculation and monitoring of GSIS’ credit exposures to each counterparty-bank.

 The credit rating of the System’s financial assets that are neither past due nor impaired is high grade since settlements are 
obtained from the counterparty following the terms of the contracts without much collection effort.

 For cash, high grade credit rating was assigned since these are deposited with reputable banks and the System has not experienced 
any difficulty transacting through these banks.

 Liquidity Risk

 Liquidity risk arises when the System encounters difficulty in realizing its assets or otherwise raising funds to meet commitments 
associated with its financial liabilities.

 The System manages this risk through the daily monitoring of cash flows in consideration of future payment due dates and daily 
collection amounts. The System also maintains sufficient portfolio of highly liquid assets that can easily be converted to cash as 
protection against unforeseen interruption to cash flows.

2012          2011
Financial assets at FVPL         3,504,357,614          519,586,382
Cash 35,348,722,239 40,120,268,360
HTM financial assets 163,237,644,174 173,393,376,491
AFS financial assets 244,662,292,505 162,920,606,517
 446,753,016,532 376,953,837,750
Other financial liabilities     19,690,526,891   18,993,408,050

 Interest Rate Risk 

 Interest rate risk is the risk that the future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market interest 
rates. The GSIS follows a prudent policy on managing its assets and liabilities so as to ensure that exposure to fluctuations in 
interest rates is kept within acceptable limits.

 The GSIS under its Investment Policies and Guidelines (IPGs) may transact in fixed income derivatives, such as interest rate swaps, long 
dated FX forwards, or interest rate cross current swaps and options on bonds as a way to modify the interest rate risk in its existing fund 
portfolio. 
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 The sensitivity of the results of operations is measured as the effect of the assumed changes in the interest rates on the net interest 
income for one period based on the floating rate of financial assets and financial liabilities held as at December 31, 2012 and 2011. 
The sensitivity of other comprehensive income is calculated by revaluing fixed-rate AFS securities as at December 31, 2012 and 2011.   
The total sensitivity of other comprehensive income is based on the assumption that there are parallel shifts in the yield curve, 
while the analysis by maturity band displays the sensitivity to non-parallel changes. 

 Foreign Currency Risk

 The System is exposed to foreign currency risk through its cash and cash equivalents, AFS investments, HTM investments, and GI 
receivables (premiums and due from reinsurers) and payables (claims and due to reinsurers) denominated in U.S. dollar, and Euro. 
Any depreciation or appreciation of the foreign currencies against the Philippine peso posts material foreign exchange losses 
relating to cash and cash equivalents, AFS investments, HTM investments and GI receivables and payables.  In translating these 
monetary assets and liabilities into Philippine peso, the exchange rate used was P41.078 and P43.919 to USD1.00 as at December 
31, 2012 and 2011.

2012 2011
U.S Dollar-

denominated 
Balances

Philippine Peso 
Equivalent

U.S Dollar-
denominated 

Balances

Philippine Peso
Equivalent

Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 7,191,184 295,399,433 37,300,167 1,638,186,027
AFS financial assets 82,635,337 3,394,494,378 17,552,756 770,899,476
HTM financial assets 955,552,223 39,252,174,209 965,657,075 42,410,693,070
ROP, BSP, Corp Bonds – Int. receivable 20,767,552 853,089,488 20,198,980 887,118,986
GI premium receivables 20,749,282 852,339,010 22,283,467 978,667,580
Due  from reinsurers 3,259,955 133,912,431 3,216,843 141,280,528
Notes and Int. receivable–CITRA       - - 10,236,712 449,586,154
Foreign currency denominated assets 1,090,155,533 44,781,408,949 1,076,446,000 47,276,431,821

2012 2011
U.S Dollar-

denominated 
Balances

Philippine Peso 
Equivalent

U.S Dollar-
denominated 

Balances

Philippine Peso 
Equivalent 

Financial Liabilities
Claims payable 236,265 9,705,294 227,947 10,011,204
Due to reinsurers 19,893,875 817,200,597 4,583,483 201,301,990
Others 6,000 246,468 6,000 263,514
Foreign currency denominated liabilities 20,136,140 827,152,359 4,817,430 211,576,708

2012 2011
Euro-

denominated 
Balances

Philippine Peso 
Equivalent

Euro-
denominated 

Balances

Philippine Peso 
Equivalent 

Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 4,526 245,359      - -
AFS financial assets    - -      - -
HTM financial assets 22,945,840 1,243,907,781 23,043,119 1,309,872,298
ROP Bonds – Int. receivable 1,127,322 61,112,821 1,127,322 64,081,963
Foreign currency denominated assets     24,077,688   1,305,265,961 24,170,441 1,373,954,261

 The following table sets out the impact of the range of reasonably possible movement in the U.S. dollar and Philippine peso 
exchange rates with all other variables held constant in the System’s income for the years ended December 31, 2012 and 2011.
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Year

Change in 
Exchange Rate in 
US Dollar against 
Philippine Peso

Effect on Income 

2012 1.00 increase 1,070,019,393
2012  1.00 decrease (1,070,019,393)
2011 1.00 increase 1,071,628,570
2011  1.00 decrease (1,071,628,570)

Year

Change in 
Exchange Rate in 

Euro against 
Philippine Peso

Effect on Income 

2012 1.00 increase 24,077,688
2012  1.00 decrease (24,077,688)
2011 1.00 increase 24,170,441
2011  1.00 decrease (24,170,441)

 Equity (Stock Price) Risk

 Equity or Stock Price risk is the risk that the value of the GSIS equities portfolio investments will fall due to the general fall in stock 
market prices and/or due to the fall of stock prices of specific equity holdings in the portfolio.

 All GSIS-managed funds are subject to the Board-approved IPGs.  The internally managed equity portfolio is subject to:

 a. Maximum limit of 20 per cent of investible funds
 b. Minimum company market capitalization of P2 billion 
 c. Minimum Free Float of 10 per cent
 d. Maximum small cap stocks total investment of 10 per cent
 e. Diversification by issuer, sector, and industry

 Funds managed by external local fund managers are subject to the terms of an IMA that requires approval of the Board of Trustees.

35. FAIR VALUES OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

 A comparison by category of carrying and fair values of all of the Company’s financial assets and financial liabilities as at December 
31, 2012 and 2011 are as follows:

  

2012 2011
Carrying Fair Value Carrying Fair Value

Value Value
Financial assets at FVPL

Derivatives-deliverable and 
Non-deliverable      3,354,263,019      3,354,263,019           166,607,464           166,607,464
Stocks- Traded – HFT 150,094,595 150,094,595 352,978,918 352,978,918

HTM financial assets
ROP notes and bonds - HTM 163,237,644,173 213,675,677,523 173,339,376,491 208,801,270,932
Investment placement in BSP 54,000,000 54,000,000

AFS financial assets
ROP notes and bonds – AFS 126,098,109,544 126,098,109,544 92,543,718,939 92,543,718,939
Corporate bonds -  AFS 12,879,011,913 12,879,011,913 3,176,128,787 3,176,128,787
Global peso notes – AFS 1,106,826,480 1,106,826,480 - -
Stocks - traded – AFS 84,297,810,503 84,297,810,503 55,825,072,707 55,825,072,707
Stocks - non-traded 778,348,811 778,348,811 1,136,689,683 1,136,689,683
Externally managed funds - Domestic 19,485,150,929 19,485,150,929 10,238,996,401 10,238,996,401
Externally managed funds - Global 17,034,324 17,034,324

Loans and receivables
Cash 35,348,722,239 35,348,722,239 40,120,268,361 40,120,268,361
Premiums and loans 221,723,716,310 221,723,716,310 206,155,720,413 206,155,720,413

 668,476,732,841 583,109,558,164

Other financial liabilities   19,690,526,891   19,690,526,891   18,993,408,050   18,993,408,050
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 Due to the short-term nature of cash and cash equivalents, premiums and loans receivable and other financial liabilities, their 
carrying values reasonably approximate their fair values at year end.

 The fair value of financial assets at FVPL and AFS financial assets that are actively traded in organized financial markets is 
determined by reference to quoted market bid prices, at the close of business on the reporting date, or the last trading day as 
applicable.  For equity instruments that are not quoted, the investments are carried at cost net of impairment losses due to the 
unpredictable nature of future cash flows and the lack of suitable methods of arriving at a reliable fair value.

36. EXEMPTION FROM TAX   

 Pursuant to Section 39 of RA No. 8291, the GSIS, its assets, revenues including all accruals thereto, and benefits paid are exempted 
from all taxes, assessments, fees, charges or duties of all kind. 

37. COMPLIANCE WITH REVENUE REGULATIONS NO.15-2010 

 In compliance with the requirements set forth by RR No. 15-2010, hereunder are the information on taxes, duties and license fees 
paid or accrued during the taxable year 2012.

 The taxes and licenses paid/accrued during the year are as follows: 

 Withholding Taxes
 

                     2012                      2011
Tax on compensation and benefits 423,721,278 446,469,220
Value added taxes (VAT) 54,352,732 51,183,552
Expanded withholding taxes (EWT) 38,202,314 34,792,712
Percentage taxes on premiums 2,111,313 1,460,526
Final taxes 1,960,793 1,139,744

  520,348,430   535,045,754

 Other Taxes

                      2012                        2011
Local
     Real estate taxes 5,521,054 5,469,694
     Capital gains taxes 8,451,670 4,326,598
     Transfer taxes 252,753 258,298

National
     BIR annual registration        30,000   30,000 

     14,255,477    10,084,590

 The GSIS has pending appeal with the Office of the President  [Case No. 07-D-139 (OSJ Case No. 2004-11)], regarding various 
amounts of Documentary Stamp Tax (DST), Withholding Tax on Compensation (WTC), Expanded Withholding Tax (EWT), Withholding 
Tax on VAT and Percentage Tax, which is still pending with the Office of the President.

         
 The WTC has been settled by the GSIS on December 29, 2006, as evidenced by a Certification issued by the BIR on the same date.
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Board of Trustees

From Left:
Danilo A. Gozo (Trustee); Gregorio T. Yu (Trustee); Robert G. Vergara (Vice Chairman and President  
and General Manager); Geraldine Marie B. Berberabe-Martinez (Trustee); Karina Constantino-David (Trustee)
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Board of Trustees

From Left: 
Roman Felipe S. Reyes (Trustee); Mario J. Aguja (Trustee); Daniel L. Lacson Jr. (Chairman); 
Ma. Theresa A. Raagas (Corporate Secretary); and Mario L. Ramirez (Trustee)
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Audit Committee

Chairman : Trustee Roman Felipe S. Reyes
Members : Trustee Gregorio T. Yu
  Trustee Mario L. Ramirez

The Audit Committee assists in the oversight of GSIS’s financial reporting process, internal control systems, 
audit process and compliance with rules, regulations and code of ethics.

The Audit Committee also guides the Board in determining audit industry best practices and in validating the 
various internal and external audit findings on the GSIS. The committee likewise reviews all reports from the 
Internal Audit Services Office.

Legal Oversight Committee

Chairperson : Trustee Geraldine Marie B. Berberabe-Martinez 
Members : Trustee Karina Constantino-David
  Trustee Gregorio T. Yu
 
The Legal Oversight Committee assists the Board in developing policies and overseeing legal cases involving 
big ticket accounts of the GSIS that include real estate properties (whether owned, mortgaged, foreclosed, 
or claimed) worth at least Php50 million.

The committee is also in charge of legal cases that may substantially impact the reputation and financial 
viability of the GSIS as well as criminal, civil or administrative cases filed against members of the Board of 
Trustees and officers of the GSIS before any court, tribunal, office or agency.
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Corporate Governance Committee

Chairperson : Trustee Karina Constantino-David
Members : PGM Robert G. Vergara
  Trustee Roman Felipe S. Reyes

The Corporate Governance Committee assists the Board in promoting and institutionalizing corporate 
governance principles and practices in the organization.

The committee is specifically responsible for the planning, policy formulation and review of systems  and 
processes; human resource development; communication and stakeholder relations; and corporate social 
responsibility.

Risk Oversight Committee

Chairman : Trustee Gregorio T. Yu 
Members : Chairman Daniel L. Lacson Jr. 
  PGM Robert G. Vergara
 
The Risk Oversight Committee assists the Board in formulating policies and in carrying out its oversight 
functions by reviewing system-wide risk factors. It ensures that appropriate policies are in place for the 
management of risks, specifically, to ensure that the GSIS has a comprehensive risk management approach, 
detailed structure of limits, guidelines, and other parameters used to govern risk-taking; clear delineation of 
lines of responsibility for managing risk; adequate system for measuring risk; and effective internal controls.



Executives

Office of the President and General Manager

Actuarial and Risk Management Group Insurance Group

Corporate Services Group Controller Group

Robert G. Vergara
President and 
General Manager

Severina L. Resurreccion
Senior Vice President

Christine F. Tirados
Vice President

Gloria Georgina DJ. Jota
Chief of Staff

Lucio L. Yu Jr.
Vice President

Donna Fay B. Samonte
Vice President

Neil Edwin C. Perez 
Vice President

Racquel D. De Guzman- 
Buensalida 
Senior Vice President

Ma. LS Concepcion J.  
Hernandez

Valerie K. Marquez
Vice President

Jonathan C. Pineda
Chief Information  
Security Officer

Maria Obdulia V. Palanca
Senior Vice President

Juliet M. Bautista
Vice President

Margie A. Jorillo
Vice President

Aida C. Briones
Senior Vice President

Risk Management Office

Human Resources OfficeGeneral Services Office

Corporate Affairs Technical Staff Legal Affairs Technical Staff

Internal Audit  
Services Office

Information Security Office
Vice President, Marketing, 
Underwriting and Claims Office

Corporate Communications Office
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Controller Group Financial Management Group Information Technology  
Services Group

NCR Group

Luzon Group

Luzon Group

VisMin Group

Manuel P. Ang
Vice President

Nora M. Saludares
Senior Vice President

Erlinda D. Banares
Vice President

˜

Gracita Gilda V. Bocanegra
Senior Vice President

Eduardo V. Fernandez
Vice President

Dionisio C. Ebdane, Jr.
Senior Vice President

Juan Philip S. Evangelista 
Chief Information Officer

Cecil L. Feleo 
Senior Vice President

Lourdes C. Dorado 
Vice President

Apollo M. Escarez
Vice President

Joseph Philip T. Andres
Vice President

Salvacion P. Mate
Vice President

Jean Rusela A. Bengo
Vice President

Ella E. Valencerina
Vice President

FI Systems Maintenance and
Other Accounting Services Office

Luzon North Office

Luzon South OfficeNCR Area II

Real Estate Asset Disposition 
and Management Office

Visayas OfficeMindanao Office

NCR Area I

Application Management Office
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Branch and Extension Offices

Central Office

GSIS Building
Financial Center, Roxas Boulevard
Pasay City 1308
Tel. No.: (02) 976-4900

NCR Operations

Quezon City Branch Office
M. Geronimo Building
746 Mindanao Ave.
Tandang Sora, Quezon City
Tel. No.: (02) 859-0265

Luzon Operations

Baguio Branch Office
3F EDY Bldg., 143 Kisad Road
Baguio City 2600
Tel. No.: (074) 446-8060
Fax No.: (074) 446-8060

Bataan Branch Office
San Ramon, Dinalupihan 2110
Bataan 
Tel. No.: (047) 636-1482 
                        636-1481

•	 Iba Extension Office
             PEO Compound, Sitio Balili
             Barangay Palanginan
             Iba 2201, Zambales 
             Tel. No.: (047) 811-3101

Batangas Branch Office
Alangilan, Batangas City 4200
Tel. No.: (043) 723-4345 
                        723-4123
Fax No.: (043) 723-4345 
                        723-4123

•	 Calapan Extension Office
             Lalud, Calapan City 5200
             Oriental Mindoro
             Tel. No.: (043) 288-2491

•	 Mamburao Extension   
 Office
 Rizal St. Brgy. 1 
 Mamburao 5106
 Occidental Mindoro 
 Tel. No.: (043) 711-1943

Bayombong Branch Office
Dumlao Stadium, Clisoc Field
Bayombong 3700 
Nueva Vizcaya  
Tel. No.: (078) 805-3614
Fax No.: (078) 805-3512

Bulacan Branch Office
The Cabanas, Km44-45
Longos, Malolos City, Bulacan
Tel. No.: 859-0213

Cabanatuan Branch Office
NFA Compound
Maharlika Highway 
Cabanatuan 3100
Nueva Ecija  
Tel. No.: (044) 463-0572
Fax No.: (044) 463-0573

Cauayan Branch Office
Tagaran, Cauayan City
Isabela
Tel. No.: (078) 652-1127
Fax No.: (078) 652-1042

Dagupan Branch Office
PNR Site, Mayombo Dist.
Dagupan City 2400
Pangasinan
Tel. No.: (075) 522-0436
                        523-7511
Fax No.: (075) 523-7511

La Union Branch Office
Bugayong Bldg., Quezon Ave.
Brgy. Catbangen
San Fernando City 2500
La Union 
Tel. No.: (072) 242-6893
Fax No.: (072) 242-6893

Laguna Branch Office
Barangay Biñan 
Pagsanjan 4008
Laguna 
Fax No.: (049) 501-6955

Laoag Branch Office
Brgy. 23, P. Paterno St., 
Laoag City 2900
Tel. No.: (077) 772-0053

Legazpi  Branch Office
Alternate Rd, Bitano 
Legazpi City 4500
Tel. No.:   (052) 480-4685

•	 Virac Extension Office
             Capitol Ground
             Virac 4800, Catanduanes 

Lucena Branch Office
GSIS Bldg., Maharlika Highway
Brgy. Isabang, Lucena City 4301
Tel. No.: (042) 710-7772 
                       373-6358

•	 Boac Extension Office
             R.E.B. Abetria Bldg. 
             Santol, Boac 4900 
             Marinduque 
             Tel. No.: (042) 332-2460

Naga Branch Office
Del Rosario, Naga City 4400
Tel. No.: (054) 472-1250

Palawan Branch Office
Nat’l Highway, Brgy. San Miguel
Puerto Princesa City
Tel. No.: (048) 433-2579
Fax No.: (048) 433-6826 

Pampanga Branch Office
Sindalan, San Fernando 2000
Pampanga 
Tel. No.: (045) 455-1261
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Sorsogon Branch Office
Flores St., Capitol Compound
Sorsogon City 4700
Tel. No.: (056) 421-5279

•	 Masbate Extension Office
             Capitol Compound  
             Masbate City 5400

Tarlac Branch Office
Urquico Oval, San Roque
Tarlac City 2300  
Tel. No.: (045) 982-9866

Tuguegarao Branch Office
Carig, Tuguegarao City 3500
Tel. No.: (078) 304-9356
Fax No.: (078) 304-9394

Visayas Operations

Bacolod Branch Office
Araneta St., Brgy. Tangub
Bacolod City
Tel. No.: (034) 444-0981
Fax No.: (034) 444-0982

Bohol Branch Office
2nd Flr., DBP Bldg.
CPG North Ave.
Tagbilaran City
Tel. No.: (038) 235-5208
                        501-0579
Fax No.: (038) 235-5208

Catbalogan Branch Office
Mabini Ave, Catbalogan Samar
Tel. No.: (055) 251-5496 
              (Telefax)

•	  Borongan Extension Office
 JRC Bldg. Brgy. Songco  
 Borongan,Eastern Samar
             Tel. No.: (055) 261-3522 
  (Telefax)

•	 Catarman Extension Office
             J. P. Rizal St., Catarman    
             Northern Samar
             Tel. No.: (055) 251-8519     
   (Telefax)

Cebu Branch Office
Leon Kilat St., Cebu City 6000
Tel. No.: (032) 253-2940 
                        256-1350
Fax No.: (032) 253-2940

Dumaguete Branch Office
National North Road
Dumaguete City 6200
Tel. No.: (035) 225-0370
                        422-4032
Fax No.: (035) 225-0370

Iloilo Branch Office
Sto. Rosario corner Zamora Sts.
Iloilo City
Tel. No.: (033) 335-0638
Fax No.: (033) 337-4308

•	  Aklan Extension Office
 Leyson-Escalona Bldg.     
 Roxas Ave. Ext. 
 Brgy. Andagao
 Kalibo, Aklan
 Tel. No.: (036) 268-9379

•	  Antique Extension Office
 G/F AML Bldg.
 Dalipe corner  Atabay Sts.
 San Jose, Antique
 Tel. No.: (036) 540-9596

Maasin Branch Office
Demeterio St., Abgao
Maasin City, Southern Leyte
Tel. No.: (053) 381-3786 
                        570-8011
Fax No.: (053) 381-3786

Roxas Branch Office
A. Belo St., Roxas City
Tel. No.: (036) 621-2018
Fax No.: (036) 621-3127

Tacloban Branch Office
Marasbaras, Tacloban City
Leyte
Tel. No.: (053) 323-2506 

(Telefax)
 

•	  Ormoc Extension Office
 Stall #105, Ormoc City    
 Superdome
 Ormoc City 6541
 Tel. No.: (053) 255-7901        
  (Telefax)

Mindanao Operations

Butuan Branch Office
Libertad, Butuan City
Tel. No.: (085) 341-5029
Fax No.: (085) 342-1650

Cagayan De Oro Branch Office
Carmen, Cagayan De Oro City
Tel. No.: (088) 858-5818 
 (Telefax)

Cotabato Branch Office
Gov. Gutierrez Ave.
Cotabato City 9600
Tel. No.: (064) 421-1168
Fax No.: (064) 421-3215

Davao Branch Office
McArthur Highway, Matina
Davao City 8000
Tel. No.: (082) 296-2431
Fax No.: (082) 299-0141

Dipolog Branch Office
Minaog, Dipolog City 7100
Tel. No.: (065) 212-2308 
              (Telefax)

Branch and Extension Offices
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Branch and Extension Offices

General Santos Branch Office
LLIDO Bldg., Santiago Blvd.
Gen. Santos City 9500
Tel. No.: (083) 304-9455
Fax No.: (083) 301-6213

Iligan Branch Office
YIMA Bldg., Badelles St.
Iligan City 9200 
Lanao Del Norte
Tel. No.: (063) 221-8698
Fax No.: (063) 221-8020

Kidapawan Branch Office
Mercantile Bldg., Quezon Blvd.
Kidapawan City
Tel. No.: (064) 288-5111 
              (Telefax)

Malaybalay Branch Office
Onda Bldg. Sayre Highway
Casisang, Malaybalay City 8700 
Bukidnon
Tel. No.: (088) 813-4711 
              (Telefax)

Pagadian Branch Office
Pajares Avenue 
Pagadian City 7016
Tel. No.: (062) 214-4477
Fax No.: (062) 214-4475 

Surigao Branch Office 
Yuipco Bldg., Borromeo St.
Surigao City
Tel. No.: (086) 826-1565
Fax No.: (086) 826-7744

•	  Tandag Extension Office
 Capitol Rd., Brgy. Telaje
              Tandag, Surigao Del Sur
 Tel. No.: (086) 211-4423
  Fax No.: (086) 211-4484

Tagum Branch Office
Sobrecarey St., Tagum City
Tel. No.: (084) 218-4954 
              (Telefax)

Zamboanga Branch Office
Moret Field, Baliwasan
Zamboanga City 7000
Tel. No.: (062) 991-1566
Fax No.: (062) 991-1258

•	  Basilan Extension Office
 Valderosa St.
              Isabela City 7300
  Tel. No.: (062) 200-3176
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Branch and Extension Offices






